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Message from the GM

Up in lights
Dear Reader,
Welcome to this issue of
Lightnews, which focuses
on the Controls Systems
and Services business of
Philips Lighting at a global
level. The ‘LEDification’ of
our industry continues at
a rapid pace and with it
comes new projects, services and ways of working with
light and controls systems.
In the Outdoor Lighting segment, Philips Lighting recently
acquired a company in Spain — Indal Lighting — that
specializes in Tunnel Lighting applications. Our teams are
already engaging with Indal to understand the nuances
of this specific sub-segment of road lighting in order to
provide controls-and-services offerings to complement
the outstanding lighting systems that Indal make. Stay
tuned for important updates in this area.
The accelerating development and complexity of
outdoor lighting and lighting-control technology means
that municipalities around the globe are now looking
to outsource public lighting projects as part of their
asset-management strategy. Philips is at the forefront of
this trend for outdoor lighting and is changing the way
it operates to meet its customers’ evolving needs. On a
global scale, we are assessing the value we can offer our
customers and then we are teaming up — both internally
and externally — to provide the right services, controls,
partners and alliances.
In the indoor space, the growing ‘Intelligence’ in
luminaires on OPEN networks (using multi-protocols)
enhances the potential for new approaches to be taken,
both for existing lighting projects and especially for the
application of new LED technology. After successfully
launching a new portfolio of products into the KNX
world at the Light+Building show in April 2012, we are
starting to see our first projects commencing — including
one prestigious project in a European Parliament.
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I’m constantly amazed at the ability of our systems to
cover the diverse nature of applications in the indoor
space, essentially utilizing a core backbone of products
that our teams around the globe are able to tailor
to customers’ specific needs. This issue of Lightnews
encompasses many examples of this that range from basic
energy management in a hospital, through to the latest
‘light-point control’ possibilities for a leading bank at their
regional headquarters.
In each instance, the solution selected delivers a
value package for customers that not only suits their
application needs today, but also allows for future
upgrades if new features are later required. In all
cases, the scope to use our software for monitoring,
management and control is increasing, with the latest
opportunities in this area reviewed in this issue.
These complete capabilities are showcased in our recent
project wins — including the King Abdul-Aziz Center for
World Culture in Saudi Arabia; the financial institution
BBVA’s new landmark building in Madrid, Spain; the Wallace
Wurth building of the University of New South Wales,
Australia; and the Westmead Hospital in Sydney, Australia.
These projects showcase the full spectrum of solutions
capabilities and controls possibilities, from exterior
feature-lighting control to indoor energy-management
LEED-rated solutions. They include integration
possibilities to BMS, AV systems, external building louvres
and internal blinds, as well as various lighting and building
controls for open protocols such as DMX, DALI and
BACnet. There is even an example of ongoing service for
through-life support of the finished project.
On a more detailed project review basis, we discuss
projects delivering:
• Better results in multi-dwelling residential applications,
where smart controls have historically been perceived
as uneconomic. With average energy savings of 40
per cent now being realized, smart controls can easily
offset the initial capital expenses, with the extra system
features adding considerable value for the investor.

• Warehousing productivity, where we have worked
with one customer to deliver a state-of-the-art DALI
lighting and lighting control solution that achieves 70
per cent energy savings compared with the legacy
lighting system.
• Adaptable offices that enhance standard designs to
accommodate modern ways of working, to meet the
diverse needs of its occupants and to reflect the values
of the organization.
• Ambience and energy management in hotels, with one
example demonstrating how Philips’ solutions can
complement a highly specific lighting design — created
by an internationally renowned lighting designer — to
achieve a dramatic transformation in an iconic location.
• Digital retail solutions, which can help restore
competitive edge, deliver an optimized and
personalized shopping environment, and which are
also able to support brand objectives, increase
revenues and save energy.
Finally, in regional news, we have invested in a new
showroom in the Philips offices in downtown Shanghai
that provides the perfect platform to demonstrate the
company’s state-of-the-art lighting products, systems
and solutions.
I hope you enjoy this issue of Lightnews and continue
to find our ongoing development of Controls Systems
and Services of value to you personally and your projects
professionally.

Henk Coppens
GM Controls, Systems and Services
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Philips demonstrates
LED dimming at CEDIA

“

It is difficult to rate the ability of dimming
LEDs without visualization. For this reason,
our live presentation of LED dimming
could not have been a more powerful
demonstration of Philips’ cutting-edge
capabilities in this field.

”

The Philips offerings that generated the most interest were the LED controls, the
Philips consumer lighting range, EnvisionWeb, plus the demonstration of the new
EnvisionDashboard and EnvisionTouch software.

Philips enjoyed a positive
experience at CEDIA this
year, with the company’s stand
generating a great deal of interest
for its lighting and lighting
control offerings.
As a founding member of the
local CEDIA organization, Philips has
been a regular exhibitor at the Australian
CEDIA show for many years. This year’s
CEDIA show in Brisbane – held at the
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre
from the 9 to 11 May – actually coincided
with the Australian Institute of Architects
Conference and the Building and Design
Queensland Expo which were being held in
adjacent venues. This had the positive effect
of exposing the CEDIA exhibitors to a
wider exposure than would normally be the
case. The types of people attending CEDIA
included architects, builders, consultants,
designers and electrical contractors.
In total, 4,710 people attended all three
shows, with almost half of these – 2,202
– focussing on the CEDIA show. Of these,
an estimated 3.3 per cent of the attendees
were from overseas, including New Zealand,
the USA, Japan, the UK, South Africa, PNG,
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South Korea, Thailand, Canada, China and
Hong Kong.
According to Philips Product and Marketing
Manager – ANZ, Phil Hardy, the Philips
products and solutions that captured the
imagination of visitors the most were the
LED controls, the Philips consumer lighting
range, the launch of the new Androidcompatible app, EnvisionWeb, plus the
demonstration of the new EnvisionDashboard
and EnvisionTouch software. “These offerings
were very well received among the dealers,
existing customers and potential new
customers,” he said. “Our current dealerbase suggests that they already have existing
projects where these solutions can be offered
as an additional service to their installations,
as well as offering a considerable potential for
new projects.”
Flicker of interest
The DGLEDM401 LED control card for the
DDMC802GL Multipurpose controller also
generated a great deal of interest, as did the
ActiveLoad solution for LED lighting. The
ability to dim LED lighting successfully made
a huge impact at the show. Philips successfully
demonstrated its LED dimming credentials by
fading the Ledino lighting used to illuminate
the Philips stand up and down – without the
hint of a flicker – using EnvisionTouch on the
iPad as the control interface.
“It is difficult to rate the ability of dimming
LEDs without visualization,” said Hardy.
“For this reason, our live presentation of
LED dimming could not have been a more
powerful demonstration of Philips’ cuttingedge capabilities in this field.”

Other Philips highlights included the launch
of the Envision suite for the residential
market. EnvisionTouch in particular
generated a great deal of interest due
to its easily configured software, plus its
compatibility with existing software.
Complete solutions
Philips Ledino range of LED lighting
also proved popular, as were its Living
Colours lamps. The Ledino range comprises a
range of products designed for downlight and
spotlight ceiling application, wall-mountable
uplights and downlights, plus a selection of
freestanding desk lights. Available in two
colour temperatures – white light at 4000K –
colour temperature and warm light at 2700K
– these LEDs are fully dimmable, where
stated, when used in conjunction with Philips
Dynalite dimming controls.
Philips’ mains-powered Living Colors lamps
have four shell designs to choose from and
are designed to be positioned on the floor
or on the table. The Living Colours lamp
can have its color and intensity manually
adjusted via a remote control or it can be
set to allow the lamps to cycle through
colors automatically.
“This is the second year that Philips Lighting
and Dynalite control solutions have been
exhibited together,” said Hardy. “CEDIA
highlighted Philips’ ability to deliver complete
solutions for lighting and lighting control and
also to offer turnkey solutions. It is almost
like a coming of age; Philips is now a solutions
provider, not just a products supplier.” n

Philips lights the way
at Guangzhou
The recent Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition provided
the ideal venue for Philips to demonstrate its ability to deliver
total solutions – from lighting source, luminaires and intelligent
lighting control systems, through to a wide choice of standalone and
networked controllers.
Philips recently showcased its
latest innovations at the Guangzhou
International Lighting Exhibition.This
show is a sister-event to the Frankfurt
Light+Building show and is one of the world’s
most influential and comprehensive lighting
industry events.This year, the show was
more prestigious than ever, with an excess of
150,000 visitors to the 220,000 square-metre
exhibition hall and more than 2,900 exhibitors
from over 27 countries and regions.
According to Philips Regional Product
Marketing Manager for Lighting Controls,
Roy Xue, the Guangzhou event includes its
own Light+Building fair, which concentrates
on intelligent controls for lighting systems.
“In recent years, Light+Building has become
increasingly popular, with the hot topic being
the changeover to LEDs for commercial
applications,” he said. “Now, as LED lighting
growth is slowing down, the focus for
energy savings has switched to LED lighting
combined with intelligent controls – an area
in which Philips has a great deal to offer.”

Principal among this year’s offering was the
reintroduction of the Dynalite brand – now
under the Philips’ banner. This enables Philips
to offer complete solutions to the market
from component level right through to total
solutions, including luminaires, sensors, user
interfaces, plus a wide choice of standalone
and networked controllers. It also allowed
the company to demonstrate at the show
how intelligence can make lighting interact
with the local environment and respond
exactly to the requirements of the occupants.
Working demonstration
“Key displays for Philips included our
new EnvisionDashboard commercial
energy monitoring software,” said Xue.
“EnvisionDashboard can be used to diagnose
and remedy energy usage spikes for each
department within an office environment.
Moreover, it enables comparisons of different
energy-management strategies over time to
be made, thereby evaluating which one is
most beneficial to each unique office.”

The company also presented its new
portfolio of KNX and DALI MultiMaster
products. Innovatively, Philips elected
to showcase both its standalone and
networked control solutions side by side in
a working demonstration of the capabilities
of the many options on offer. This approach
allowed visitors to get their hands on the
controllers and user interfaces to see how
each system could be used to control the
lights on the Philips stand itself.
Arguably the most popular of these
interactive displays was the daylight
harvesting demonstration, occupancy
detection, task tuning, personal control,
daylight regulation and ambience creation
to enhance attractiveness and flexibility
of your workspace with energy saving and
controllable systems. Here visitors could
simulate overcast conditions by putting their
hand over a daylight sensor and watch as
the stand lighting faded up to compensate
for the reduced level of ‘natural lighting’. As
they took their hand away from the sensor,
the light levels would dim down again,
change the personal setting or just choose
the pre-set theme to create a fascinating
ambience immediately.
One-stop shop
The Philips stand was extremely well
received, with people often six-deep listening
as Xue and his team explained the various
functions of the Philips solutions on show.
“One of Philips’ biggest differentiators is our
ability to offer a choice of total solutions
from the luminaires, user interfaces, sensors
and controllers,” said Xue. “It really was a
one-stop shop trade show stand for visitors

to see the multiple disciplines of Philips, all
working in harmony together.”
The show also provided an ideal venue to
showcase Philips groundbreaking solutions
to the issue plaguing the entire lighting
industry – LED flicker. LED flicker is caused
by mains instability or when incompatible
controllers are used to dim LED luminaires.
As a total solutions provider, Philips has been
able to develop LEDs in conjunction with
its controllers to deliver the first flicker-free
LED dimming solution.

Philips showcased both its
standalone and networked
control solutions side
by side in a working
demonstration of the
capabilities of the many
options on offer, allowing
visitors to see how each
system could be used to
control the lights on the
Philips stand itself.

Philips already has over 30 distributors for
Greater China, supported by a network
of five Value Added Resellers (VARs) and
further enjoys representation throughout
Honk Kong, Singapore,Taiwan,Vietnam and
Indonesia. “We have a strong presence across
the region,” said Xue, “However, there is great
potential for further market penetration.
The Guangzhou show provided the perfect
venue to demonstrate that we have complete
solutions to meet the needs of end-users in
this region across the hospitality, commercial
and residential sectors.” n
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An eye on energy efficiency
at Light+Building 2012
Philips used the Light+Building show in Frankfurt in April to introduce its new
LightMaster KNX portfolio, extend its DALI MultiMaster range and launch the new
ActiLume Wireless range. Not only were the new offerings well received, but are
already making their way into many projects.

The MultiMaster DALI
system range was
introduced, which includes
a multifunction sensor and
dry contact input that can
be connected directly to
the DALI communication
bus. While there are
competing products from
other companies, the
Actilume Wireless range
has the edge in terms of
functionality, and this was
reflected in the amount of
interest that it generated.

From 15 to 20 April, Philips
attended the Light+Building 2012
show at the Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition
Center. As the world’s leading trade fair
for lighting and associated technology, the
show attracted over 2,000 exhibitors and
more than 180,000 visitors. While popular in
Germany, the show also proved appealing to
visitors from further afield, with attendees
from all over Europe, as well as visitors from
overseas including the Middle East, Asia
Pacific and North America.
Held every two years, the Light+Building
Show typically provides a draw card for
architects, designers, planners, engineers,
artisans, manufacturers and suppliers. The

2012 venue was split into two areas: the
Technology Area, where Philips was able
to display its control products; and the
Applications Area, where Philips had the
opportunity to showcase its offerings for
the different market segments – including
hospitality, retail, office and outdoor.
Manufacturers commonly use the show
as a launching point for new products and
this year the main theme of the 2012 show
was energy efficiency. According to Philips
Business Development Manager, Guido de
Groot, this is a topic very much in keeping
with many of the new offerings from Philips.
“Key products and solutions from Philips
at this year’s show included the innovative
LightMaster KNX portfolio, extensions
to the MultiMaster range and the new
ActiLume Wireless lineup,” he said.
The KNX connection
The LightMaster KNX range is an open
protocol lighting control system, available
with both DIN-rail and structured cable
actuators and dimmers, which are designed
to provide the best lighting control
experience possible using KNX. The benefits
of the Philips LightMaster KNX lineup
features include faster and more reliable
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installation, reduced wiring costs and
reduced ceiling clutter.
“Philips has a complete range of LightMaster
KNX products,” said de Groot. “This
extends the range of lighting functionality
currently available in the market. From
the end-user’s perspective, they now have
the ability to enjoy the recognized lighting
know-how that Philips offers, combined
with the open world of KNX. The result is
increased energy savings, plus delivery of
enhanced levels of comfort and flexibility for
the end-user.”
The Lightmaster KNX range includes a
broad choice of controllers – including
actuators, DALI controllers and a structured
cable controller-multifunction light and
occupancy sensor, line coupler, KNX panel
and KNX power supply. These products
enable a wide range of lighting functionalities
to be achieved, such as daylight harvesting
and presence detection.
Philips also used Light+Building to introduce
the MultiMaster DALI system, which
includes a multifunction sensor and dry
contact input that can be connected directly
to the DALI communication bus. This allows
the installer to connect sensors, luminaires
and switches to the same DALI bus, which
is more cost-effective than running an
additional KNX bus into the field wiring. The
new DALI MultiMaster gateway is connected
directly to the KNX network, which allows
for connection to a full DALI universe of 64
luminaires and an additional 10 sensors or
user interfaces.
Cost competitive
“These products are one of the first in the
marketplace,” said de Groot. “They deliver
a very cost competitive solution due to the
efficiency of the solution and the reduced
installation requirements.”

Philips third key product launch at the
show was the ActiLume Wireless 1-10V
range. Comprising a 1-10V sensor and
Switch Box, The ActiLume Wireless 1-10V
system enables wireless communication to
be achieved between luminaires and the
luminaire-based sensor enables daylight
regulation and dimming when no presence
is detected.
The Switch Box receives presence
information from the sensor and
switches the connected lighting on or
dims and eventually switches the light off.
Simultaneously with this, the Switch Box
communicates this information wirelessly
with other linked wireless Switch Boxes.
This enables them to act as one system
when switching on, and also dims the system
to background level and switches off the
lighting when none of the wireless-linked
sensors detect presence.
“This is also a brand new product for
Philips,” said de Groot. “While there are
competing products from other companies,
the ActiLume Wireless family has the edge
in terms of functionality and this was
reflected in the amount of interest that
the range generated from installers and
luminaire OEMs.”
The Frankfurt Light+Building show was a
huge success for Philips, with a great deal
of interest shown to the company’s new
products and solutions. The move into the
KNX market has served to extend the
appeal of the Philips brand and its offerings
continue to demonstrate to end-users what
light can do for their industrial, office, retail
and hospitality applications. Watch out in
our next issue when we will review several
new projects being implemented with these
new releases. n

Stylish, simple and dedicated
solutions in action
At the Australian Institute of Hotel Engineering
conference in August, Philips Dynalite and the
Carmody Group jointly presented their combined
vision of the future for hotel rooms – which
integrates the latest state-of-the-art guestroom
lighting control technology with contemporary
furniture design.

The Philips Dynalite GRMS system
comprises a DDRC-GRMS10
Relay Controller, a Hotel Room
System Actuator and an Antumbra
Touch-panel user interface.

The overall lighting design
incorporated downlights
in the ceiling, a desk lamp,
bedside table lights, reading
lamps, uplights built into
the top of the bedhead
and feature LED strip lights
beneath the bedside tables, on
the underside of the bed and
behind a recessed TV.

In August this year, Philips attended
the bi-annual Australian Institute
of Hotel Engineering (AIHE)
Conference on the Gold Coast.The
Institute was founded in 1989 by a small
group of hotel engineers whose aim is to keep
their members and the industry abreast with
the latest technologies and methodologies
that can be used to enhance all aspects of a
hotel’s operation and maintenance. A nonprofit organization, the AIHE organizes these
conferences to ensure that members can
improve their hotels to optimize the guest
experience and operational costs.
As Philips Controls, Systems & Services
Hospitality Global Marketing Manager,
Peter Glasheen explains, the AIHE
Conference comprised a number of
presentations from keynote speakers
on topics that included ‘Guest Room
Technology’, ‘Carbon Management’,
‘Intelligent Buildings Systems Integration’
and ‘NABERS Ratings – Energy Use’.
These topics tied in well with the joint
six-by-two-meter stand the Carmody
Group created in conjunction with Philips
Dynalite for the Trade Show part of the
convention. “We used the stand to mockup a hotel room,” he said. “The aim of the
display was to show what Carmody can do
in terms of turnkey solutions for the design
of hotel rooms and how its new furniture
has been designed to integrate with stateof-the-art lighting control technology from
Philips Dynalite.”

Integrated approach
“Dynalite is currently undergoing a fresh
product makeover with its dedicated control
solutions for guestroom applications,” said
Carmody Group Director, Simon Carmody.
“This ties in extremely well with what we
are trying to achieve on the holistic design
of the modern hotel room. Dynalite’s
new functionality in the guestroom is a
hot new trend for hotel engineers and
something that is being driven both from
guest-experience demand and from energy
management requirements.”
The mock-up hotel room provided an ideal
opportunity to showcase Philips Dynalite’s
new Guest Room Management System
(GRMS) and demonstrate how well this can
integrate with chic new furniture design
from Carmody. The overall lighting design
of the stand incorporated downlights in
the ceiling, a desk lamp, bedside table lights,
reading lamps and uplights built into the top
of the bedhead, and feature LED strip lights
beneath the bedside tables, on the underside
of the bed and behind a recessed TV.
The Philips Dynalite GRMS system on
display comprised a DDRC-GRMS10 Relay
Controller, an Antumbra Touch-panel user
interface and a Hotel Card Room System
Actuator. “On entering the room, a guest
enters their keycard into the actuator, which
automatically activates the lighting in an
‘All-On’ mode to deliver a great first guest
experience of the room,” said Glasheen.
“Equally, on leaving the room, when the
keycard is removed, the room automatically
returns to ‘All-Off’ mode, providing
immediate energy savings to the operators.”

depart. ‘All-Off’ switches everything off in
the room apart from the fridge when the
guest leaves the room. ‘Relax’ gives users a
carefully considered combination of lighting
settings for a more intimate and peaceful
setting. Finally, ‘Night’ activates a night
setting, which gives subdued lighting if the
panel is pressed during the night.
Visitors to the stand were impressed with
some of the meticulous thought that has
gone into the design. “When a sensor at
floor level detects that a guest’s feet touch
the floor during the night, it automatically
activates the bedside-table LED strips and
a similar LED strip beneath the bathroom
vanity,” said Glasheen. “This gives just
enough light for the guest to visit the
bathroom without turning any main lights on
or having to find switches in an unfamiliar
environment.”
Compared with conventional controls
in most hotel rooms today, GRMS
represents a stylish, simple and dedicated
solution that anticipates the guest’s every
need. It delivers lighting in such a way that
feels very opulent, but in a manner that is
also extremely energy and cost-efficient for
a controls solution.
The feedback on the joint offering from
Philips Dynalite and the Carmody Group was
extremely positive. “We changed perceptions
that these solutions are only applicable for
five-star green-field projects,” said Carmody.
“In reality, these solutions are extremely
retrofit-friendly and are affordable for the
broader hospitality market.” n

Energy-efficient opulence
Philips Dynalite created four lighting scenes
in total. ‘All-On’ creates a bright ambience
when a guest first arrives or is packing to
Lightnews Vol 15 | 7
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End-users will benefit from the Philips/MWA
relationship as MWA is already engaging with legacy
Dynalite business to provide those customers with
the continuity of service they deserve.

VAR news
So far, 2012 has been a busy year for Philips’ VARs. With a number
of new VARs appointed in the UK and Norway, training provided in
Eindhoven and Guildford conferences held in Stresa and Singapore,
and a visit by a group from Australia to Europe, there is little
doubting the effort that Philips is investing in its VAR network.
New Norway VAR: Malthe Winje
Automation
Following Norway’s biggest
electrical fair for building, energy and
industry – the Eliaden Fair – in June this
year, Malthe Winje Automation (MWA)
was appointed as the new Philips VAR for
Norway. Based at Kolbotn, 20km south of
Oslo, this 100-per-cent Norwegian-owned
company specializes in PLC systems, electrotechnical products, remote-control solutions
and controls-automation systems. The
company is involved in the infrastructure,
building and automation sectors.
According to Peter Hogh-Nielsen, Business
Development Manager for the European VAR
Network, MWA’s experience and footprint
in the project business and automation world
provides a fantastic asset to Philips for the
company’s development in the region. “MWA
was founded in 1922 and has proved to be a
successful company, with a strong presence
across Scandinavia,” he said. “The company
was keen to find a dedicated lighting controls
system to complement its existing portfolio,
so the partnership is a win-win situation for
both parties.”
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Currently, MWA has its own network of
dealers, mainly for small residential and
commercial projects and the company also
runs projects itself. This gives great prospects
to include Dynalite controls technology for
future infrastructure, construction, residential
and commercial projects. While the company
will only formally be using the Dynalite
suite of solutions, MWA already has a good
market footprint for Philips products as a
whole, thereby opening up potential ahead to
expand its remit to additionally include Philips
Controls Solutions.

“End-users will benefit from the MWA/
Philips relationship as it will give them the
peace of mind that comes from working
with a reliable and established company,”
said Hogh. “We needed to find a key VAR
that could look after Dynalite customers in
the region and MWA is an excellent choice.
The company is already engaging with
legacy Dynalite business to provide these
customers with the continuity of service
they deserve.”

Malthe Winje Automation (MWA) was appointed as new Philips VAR for Norway in June this year, following its
attendance at the country’s biggest electrical fair for building, energy and industry – the Eliaden Fair.

“

The decision was made to hold
this year’s European conference
in Italy as our Italian distributor,
Intermark Sistemi, was voted best
European distributor last year
for its great work in the Milan
Armani Hotel project. The choice
of venue meant we could take time
to visit this landmark project as
part of the conference.

”

This year, the annual EU
VAR conference was held
from 28 to 30 March
in the stunning town of
Stresa close to Milan,
located on the shores of
Lake Maggiore.

The theme of this year’s
VAR conference was
‘Creativity and Innovation’.

Annual European VAR
conference in Stresa
This year, the annual European
VAR conference was held from 28 to
30 March in the stunning town of Stresa
near Milan, located on the shores of Lake
Maggiore. “The decision was made to hold
this year’s European conference in Italy as
our Italian distributor, Intermark Sistemi,
was voted best European distributor last
year for its great work in the Milan Armani
Hotel project,” according to Philippe
Regnier, Business Development Manager for
the European VAR Network. “The choice of
venue meant we could take time to visit this
landmark project as part of the conference.”
The theme of this year’s conference was
‘Creativity and Innovation’. Part of the
agenda was set aside to providing updates
on the solutions in development in the
Dynalite portfolio, including the new Guest
Room Management System (GRMS) and the
prototypes of a range of new user interfaces.
“The VARs are very enthusiastic to be
involved in the development of new products
and solutions and we are always keen to hear
their feedback,” Regnier explained.
A number of Philips solutions were also
introduced in the workshop sessions, to
encourage the VARs to work with these
alongside the Dynalite solutions. The Philips
products covered here included the Philips
Standalone portfolio, Luminous Textiles and
Teletrol/ChainDirector.
Several team-building activities were also
run as part of the conference. One of these,
‘Painting the Future of Controls’ required
the VARs to envisage what the future holds

Arguably the highlights of the annual EU VAR conference
was the visit to the awe-inspiring Armani Hotel in Milan,
followed by a gala dinner at the Science Museum in Milan.

for control technology. Unsurprisingly, all the
VARs believe the future involves Dynalite
solutions, with the general consensus
agreeing that user interfaces of the future
will not necessarily be physical.
Arguably the highlight of the event was
the visit to the awe-inspiring Armani Hotel
in Milan, followed by a gala dinner at the
Science Museum in Milan – where many
of Da Vinci’s creations and artwork are
displayed. “The setting could not have been
better for the ‘Creativity and Innovation’
theme of the conference,” said Regnier.
“In total, 30 people attended from nine
VARs and 11 countries. Everybody had a
great time and the event proved a valuable
opportunity to share thoughts and ideas.”
New VAR training in Eindhoven
A new VAR training program has just
been introduced in Eindhoven to facilitate
the integration of new VARs into the
organization and provide them with the
initial training they require to get started
on Philips projects. Ultimately, these training

sessions will be held quarterly and they will
be mandatory for all new VARs.
Three MWA employees – the Marketing
Manager, the company’s new Dynalite Sales
Rep and the Technical Engineer – attended
the first VAR training. “Our first training
session was designed to welcome MWA to
the Philips family,” said Peter Hogh-Nielsen,
BDM European VAR Network. “This was a
real success and we received very positive
feedback from the customer. It has also given
us a lot of ideas regarding how we can finetune the training package for the future.”
The expectation is that new VARs will send
at least one engineer to these sessions so
they can get the best level of understanding
of the capabilities of the Dynalite
technology. The program is designed to run
over three days and encompasses a mix of
training classes, covering an introduction
to the Philips and the Dynalite products,
solutions and control portfolio, systems
design, with specific training on tools like
EnvisionProject.
continued over
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Appointment of new UK VARs

The new VAR training incorporates the opportunity to
visit the Lighting Application Centre (LAC) in Eindhoven,
where Philips presents its latest developments and
innovations in the field of lighting.

A new VAR training
program has just been
introduced in Eindhoven
to facilitate the integration
of new VARs into the
organization and provide
them with the initial
training they require to
get started.

As Philips Lighting Controls VAR and
Dimension Dealer Manager, John Preston,
explained, until January 2012 Philips had a
limited VAR channel in the UK. “In order
to bring the benefits of Lighting Controls
to a wider range of customers across the
UK, Philips has appointed a number of
professional experienced VARs in 2012,” he
said. “Well-trained – both technically and
commercially – on a wide range of Philips
Lighting Controls, these organizations
provide extended geographic reach and
availability, specialist application expertise,
industry knowledge, plus technical support
to the end-user.”

“This is enough basic knowledge for the
new VARs to get going initially,” said
Hogh-Nielsen. “On top of this, we offer our
new customers the opportunity to visit the
Philips Lighting Application Centre (LAC)
in Eindhoven. The LAC is an important
international centre where Philips presents
its latest developments in the field of
lighting. This experience is a great way to
introduce new VARs to the world of lighting
through Philips experience and innovation.”
“We must extend our special thanks to
the Training Academy for their support in
organizing these events,” said Hogh-Nielsen.
“This initial course has given us a solid
framework upon which we can base our
future training program.”

Asia VAR conference
On 22 May, Philips Regional Office
in Singapore hosted a ‘Rest of Asia (ROA)
VAR Controls Conference’. In total, 28
people attended from Thailand, Singapore,
Indonesia,Vietnam, Korea and Malaysia.
According to Business Development Director
– Controls Application Group, Simon
Richardson, the aim of the two-day course
was to discuss a number of topics, products
and services. “We ran feedback sessions in
order to ascertain the interest levels from
the VARs in the products discussed,” he said.
“The results are very interesting, as they
provide an insight into market perceptions in
the region regarding our key offerings.”
The results show three clear trends in the
VARs’ responses. Firstly, the new Philips
Dynalite software offerings were deemed
to provide the most overall value, with
EnvisionProject rated for its ability to
increase competitiveness through onsite time savings. EnvisionWeb rated
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for its functionality and EnvisionProject,
EnvisionWeb and Dashboard all scoring
well for perceived market demand.
As these VARs are network project focused
there was some interest in how the
Standalone portfolio could be integrated
into non-critical areas or as a cost effective
solution offering.
Feedback also indicated that new products
and services not in the traditional
networked VAR channel – such as Teletrol/
ChainDirector and Outdoor Controls –
should be explored more fully.
“Two new Standalone products produced
regionally – LPS120 and High Bay sensor
– were well received, as were KNX and
DALI MultiMaster,” said Richardson. “The
overall feedback offers compelling evidence
that both the KNX and DALI MultiMaster
product ranges have a continued place in
the RoA networked controls environments,
especially when coupled with the new
software developments.”

Existing key VAR AWE manages the
Dimension Dealer program – a nationwide
network of installers trained on Dynalite.
AWE is a custom installer, specializing in
AV and lighting control solutions for the
residential and commercial segments, with
experience in the Dynalite and OccuSwitch
ranges of products and solutions. They have
recently won a prestigious industry training
award for it’s support and presentation of
the Dynalite system to its growing customer
base – see the following article.
Recent VAR appointments in the UK
include Archtainment, Gemini, Lightmaster
and Ivory Egg.
Archtainment is a company well known
among lighting designers, with specialist
expertise in the retail and hospitality
segments and with Philips ColorKinetics
products. The company has extensive
experience in working with Philips
Dynalite and Occuswitch ranges. Based
in High Wycombe, Archtainment covers a
geographical area that includes London and
the southeast of England.

Gemini focuses on the installation and
commissioning of Philips’ LightMaster
Module (LMM), Dynalite and OccuSwitch
products, primarily for applications in
commercial environments. Based in
Maidstone, Kent, the company covers
London and the southeast of England.
Gemini has a long working history with
Philips and is able to deliver total solutions
to the end-user.
Warwickshire-based Lightmaster
concentrates on lighting and lighting control
systems for hotels, entertainment and
high-end residential projects, with a proven
record of working with lighting designers.
The company has worked with Philips in
the past and offers total solutions and
nationwide coverage.
Ivory Egg is based in Bosham, West Sussex
and boasts a nationwide presence through
its web-based KNX shop. It also has its
own network of integrators and sales
representation. The company’s area of
specialty is KNX controls and is responsible
for 90 per cent of all UK KNX training
and certification.
AWE success at CEDIA awards
New Philips VAR, AWE, recently
won an award at the CEDIA Awards
2012 in May in the ‘Best Training Initiative by
a Trade Supplier’ category. This prestigious
accolade was unveiled during a spectacular
black-tie ceremony in the fittingly regal
setting of the Great Hall at Hampton Court
Palace on Friday 20 April 2012.
Pollyanna Woodward – star of Channel 5’s
The Gadget Show – presented the trophy
for the Philips Dynalite training initiative to
AWE’s Managing Director, Stuart Tickle, in

New Philips VAR, AWE,
won an award at the
CEDIA Awards 2012 in
May in the ‘Best Training
Initiative by a Trade
Supplier’ category.

front of a sell-out audience of around 250
industry professionals.
AWE conducts two complete sets of
training each month, thereby taking the
burden off Philips for providing training to
its dealers. “AWE are engaged in training
for the Dimension Dealer network,”
Preston explained. “They actually run the
same level of training as we do to the
same competency level, including and up to
MapView level.”
Tickle is delighted to accept the CEDIA
Award for AWE. “We worked closely with
Philips Dynalite to create a course which
would offer installers an in-depth theory
and practical-based session, allowing many
aspects of lighting control to be covered,”
he said. “We’ve had great feedback from
installers who have already attended the
course and expect that we will see more
dealers signing up now that it has been
recognized as a top-class training initiative
by CEDIA.”
The courses are held at AWE’s training
center in Epsom and have already seen
attendance from companies including
CAI Vision, Clearsphere, Couture Digital,
Webstract and Technophobe.

“‘System Designer’ is a one-day
introductory training module, which covers
the basic design of a lighting control system.
This equips installers with the understanding
needed to become confident designers using
Philips Dynalite architecture,” said Preston.
“The ‘EnvisionProject’ part of the course
takes the installer or programmer through
the commissioning process using Philips
Dynalite’s improved software tool. Over
two days, installers learn how to configure
each feature of the Philips Dynalite system
to tailor a system to the requirements of
each customer.”
Ivory Egg’s KNX integrator’s day
Philips UK and Ivory Egg jointly
hosted a ‘KNX Integrators Day’ in Philips’
Lighting Experience Room in Guilford on
24 May 2012. The event attracted 33
attendees from 25 different integrators from
across the country. “The aim of the day was
for the principal integrators to meet Philips,”
said Preston. “Moreover, it provided an ideal
opportunity to talk about LED technology,
luminaires and lamps, plus a range of control
products and solutions.”
The event comprised a series of lectures,
covering topics as diverse as ‘The Philips

Brand’, ‘The Power of Light’, ‘Lighting Control
Strategies’ and ‘Sustainability and Marketing’
– all interwoven with the theme, ‘See What
Light Can Do’. The day corresponded
with the launch of the new KNX range
from Philips and incorporated discussions
regarding integration issues between KNX
and Dynalite’s control solutions. The day
also covered the new Philips LightMaster
range, which has been developed to ensure
easy integration into today’s modern office
environment – both for new and retrofit
installations – by maximizing the effectiveness
of KNX and DALI.

Philips Lighting Controls
VAR and Dimension
Dealer Manager, John
Preston, presents Ivory
Egg with a plaque to show
they are now officially a
Philips KNX VAR.

“Following on from the day, we organized a
program of visits to each of the integrators,”
said Preston. “The aim of this was to
build relationships and generate further
opportunities for business. Overall, feedback
from the day was extremely positive with
attendees feeling their knowledge of lighting
and light controls has improved significantly
as a result of the event.”
Similar training sessions are planned for the
future for integrators, with an additional
training program to be organized in parallel
for the Dimension Dealers. n
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KNX: part of Philips’
UK future
Offering all the benefits of
an open protocol, KNX is
experiencing enormous growth
both in the residential and the
commercial sectors. Philips has
been accepted as a member
into the KNX UK organization
and has launched its first KNX
products in the UK in order
to secure a foothold into this
lucrative market.
On 28 June 2012, Philips application to
join the KNX UK organization was approved
by the KNX UK Board and one that opens
up a completely new market for Philips.
Philips Lighting Controls VAR and
Dimension Dealer Manager – UK, John
Preston, explained that KNX is not just
a communication protocol, but it is also
an association. “The commissioning and
configuration software for KNX is owned

“

by KNX,” he said. “The method by which
you are permitted to provide KNX
solutions is to become a member of the
KNX group. This is why approval to join
the KNX organization is so important for
Philips, as it allows us to develop KNX
solutions for the market.”
KNX was originally developed in Europe
and is now about 20 years old. Traditionally
strong in the residential market, it is
currently experiencing incredible growth
and increasingly branching into the
commercial market. The reason why KNX
is so attractive is that as an open protocol,
it enables end-users to easily interface
products for each application – such as
HVAC and lighting, for example – as these
can all operate off the same backbone.
With Philips now a KNX UK member and
with 35 to 40 KNX integrators in the UK,
the UK team are well placed to tap into the
blossoming KNX market. n

The method by which you are permitted to provide
KNX solutions is to become a member of the KNX
group. This is why approval to join the KNX board is so
important for Philips, as it allows us to develop KNX
solutions for the market.
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Philips KNX product launch
Philips has also released its first range of KNX
products in the UK, comprising initially of 10
products. The launch coincided with a KNX
integrators day, run by new Philips VAR, Ivory Egg.
The KNX offerings are brand new product lines for
Philips and these potentially open up a huge as-yet
untapped market for the company.
According to Preston, the company’s first foray into
the world of KNX is targeted more towards the
commercial world than the residential, although this
might change in the future. “The Philips LightMaster
range has been developed to ensure easy integration
into today’s modern office environment, for either
retrofit or new installations by maximizing the
effectiveness of KNX and DALI,” he said. “We have
quite a lot of uniqueness in our KNX product
portfolio. For example, the MultiMaster and
pluggable MultiMaster are unmatched by anything
else currently out there in the market.”

The Philips LightMaster range now brings
additional solutions to the KNX world, such as
dimming actuator solutions that allow the user to
decide which lighting protocol output they want to
work with – from a choice of DALI addressed,
DALI broadcast, DSI and 1-10v. The line-up also
includes a true structured cabling solution to bring
the benefits of faster installation, commissioning
and reduced costs and a new series of low-profile
sensors, helps reduce ceiling clutter without
compromising performance.
“One benefit of the new LightMaster DALI
Multimaster range is the ability to add sensors
and dry-contact user interfaces to the DALI line,
thereby reducing installation costs in field wiring,”
said Preston. “The LightMaster office-based controls
system is fully scalable and suited to both large and
small installations.” n

Philips has released its first range of KNX products in the UK, which potentially opens up a huge market for the company.

New China showroom
exhibits Philips’ expertise
A new showroom in the Philips offices in downtown Shanghai provides the
perfect platform to demonstrate the company’s state-of-the-art Lighting products,
systems and solutions.

Most of the solutions
on display in the 250
square-meter showroom
involve LED luminaires
and associated control
technologies.

On 10 July, Philips opened a new
showroom for Professional Lighting on the
ninth floor of the new Philips China Lighting
Division office in downtown Shanghai. A
leadership tour of the showroom was held
for the President of Philips China, the Lighting
General Manager and the General Manager
of Luminaires to mark the opening. The
Philips logos on the façade of the building
were also officially illuminated on the day to
celebrate the occasion.

The new 250 square-meter showroom
replaces the one formerly located at the
Philips Lighting factory at Malu in the suburbs
of Shanghai. The new venue is bigger and
has been developed to provide a ‘thought
leadership platform’ to demonstrate Philips’
solutions to external parties.
According to Philips Marketing Manager for
Retail and Hospitality, Huber Yang, the new
showroom is divided into four professional
segments: Roads; Office and Industry;
Retail and Hospitality; and Urban. “With
the digitization of the lighting industry
continuing to gain momentum and quickly
replacing most forms of traditional light
sources, most of the solutions on display
involve LED luminaires and associated
control technologies. These focus not just
on energy savings opportunities, but also
increased comfort, productivity and benefits
to customers to give better results,” he
said. “Key products and solutions are
demonstrated in each of these areas. For
the retail and hospitality segment, for
example, we have the slogan, ‘Lighting
creates delightful shopping experiences’ and
the display reflects what we are trying to
achieve for this market.”

Solutions for all segments
As the visitor enters the showroom area,
ColorKinetics I-Color Flex is on display
and progressing into the Roads section,
Green Vision, Flexi, BWP 350, Arena, Solar,
Starsense controls and Tango solutions are
also on show.
Moving through the Office and Industry
section, solutions showcased include Power
Balance, Celino, Dayzone, WingC Plus,
SMART Panel, Arano, Savio, Celino, Sereno,
Coreline, LumiStone, Mini500, SM300C, CDM
Highbay, T5 Highbay, Waterproof, Wellglass,
Cleanroom, Mini 300, LED Highbay, LED
Industrial Batten, SM 300C and TTX.
The Retail and Hospitality section features
examples of Dynalite controls, Lumalive,
Artificial Skylight, Flexicove, Lumablade, the
Icolor Cove family, Fugato, SMART Spot,
Arctone, Unicone, Turnaround, Luxspace,
Vaya Cove and Shelf, Magneous, Green
Space, SMART Bright, Green Accent, SMART
Store, Stylid, and LED Essential Batten.
Finally, the Urban product presentation area
highlights Icolor Flex, QLX, MX, Color/Half
Reach, Graze,Vaya Flood, Strip II,Vaya Spot,
Vaya Linear, Color Burst, Linebar and Vaya Dot.
“Two key products that are attracting
huge interest are the Artificial Skylight and
Unobtrusive Lighting,” said Yang. “These are
both extremely innovative products that are
new to mainland China and look set to take
the local market by storm.”
Ideal venue
The new showroom will also help Philips
from an internal training perspective. With
several hundred lighting salespeople on staff,
it is important that they understand the latest

products in order to provide optimal advice
to end-users on which solution best meets
their needs. By having examples of the lighting
products in mock-ups of the environment in
which they are designed to be used – such
as a retail space or hospitality – it helps the
sales force formulate a better understanding
of which solutions are best suited to different
customer environments and applications as
well as getting the right financial result in
either a capex or opex situation.
“We also have a large training space on
the same floor as the showroom,” Yang
further explained. “This provides an ideal
venue for product launches and for seasonal
training sessions. In conjunction with the
showroom, this will help us communicate
our latest technology and innovations to
our distributors and retailers during these
training programs.”
Philips also likes to invite key opinion leaders
– such as key account decision makers,
journalists and government officials – to
visit the company. Again, the new showroom
presents an ideal venue for these occasions
to communicate the energy-saving benefits
that the company’s latest solutions have
to offer, demonstrating how these can be
controlled and the effects they can deliver.
Philips China is also planning another
showroom to be located at the new factory
site in Chengdu in the west-central region of
China. “This new factory will focus purely on
the manufacture of LEDs,” said Yang. “We are
planning to reserve a huge space for lighting
displays that is expected to rival the Philips
Lighting Application Centre in Eindhoven.
When this is completed in the first half
of 2013, it will be the best-in-class lighting
showroom in China.” n
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Project wins in Saudi,
Spain and Sydney, showcase
complete capabilities
Four key lighting and controls projects have been won recently by Philips: including
the King Abdul-Aziz Center for World Culture in Saudi Arabia; the financial institution
BBVA’s new landmark building in Madrid, Spain; the Wallace Wurth building of the
University of New South Wales and the Westmead Hospital, both in Sydney, Australia.
The projects showcase the full spectrum of solutions capabilities and controls
possibilities from exterior feature lighting control to indoors energy management
LEED rated solutions; integration possibilities to BMS, AV systems, building external
louvres and internal blinds; as well as various lighting and building controls for open
protocols such as DMX, DALI and BACnet. There is even an example of ongoing
service for through-life support of the finished project.

In total, 95 per cent of the King
Abdul-Aziz Center for World Culture
will be controlled through the
Dynalite control system in order to
achieve Golden LEED certification.
Image by MIR
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King Abdul-Aziz Center for World
Culture – for when a BMS system is
not enough
The 50,000 square-meter King Abdul-Aziz
Center for World Culture is a dynamic and
state-of-the-art institution that inspires a
passion for learning, creativity, volunteerism
and cross-cultural engagement. The Center is
being constructed atop the oil-rich Dammam
Dome, making it both a national landmark
that commemorates Saudi Arabia’s first
discovery of oil and a leading educational and
cultural institution. From the afar, it resembles
a stack of pebbles rising from the ground to a
maximum height of 90m.

The result of a forward-thinking initiative
by Saudi Government-owned oil company,
Aramco, the center is dedicated to honoring
Arab heritage, connecting Saudis to their
culture and bringing world cultures to
the Kingdom. It further aspires to be a
powerful stimulus for developing new ideas,
perspectives and relationships.
According to Philips Country Sales Manager,
Abdulghani Hijazi, Philips involvement in the
project began in early 2011, with completion
expected by the end of 2013. “We are
involved in the indoor networked lighting
controls and in the façade lighting,” he said.
“There will be in excess of 40,000 lighting
fixtures controlled by a Philips DALI system.”
The lighting will comprise dimmable LED
luminaires with the light levels controlled
through a combination of occupancy
sensors, wall plates and touchscreens. In
total, 95 per cent of the building will be
controlled through the Dynalite control
system, which will help the Center achieve
Golden LEED certification. Integration will
be provided to the Honeywell building
management system (BMS), the AV systems
and with the DMX systems in some of
the auditoriums. Monitoring control and
management will be provided by a head-end
PC running Philips MapView software.
Philips won the project predominantly
due to the professionalism with which the
company submitted its design proposal.
“The project was put to tender through
a delegated design process, whereby the
general principals were stipulated, but where
each supplier/contractor had to propose a
design that was then passed to Aramco for
approval,” said Hijazi. “We worked extremely
hard on the proposal – in conjunction with
the contractor, the lighting designer Buro

Happold and with Aramco – and were able
to demonstrate how we would meet the
design criteria.”
Upon completion, this will be a landmark
project for Philips. “The Center will be
hugely important for Saudi Arabia and
for the whole region,” said Hijazi. “As the
project will incorporate many different
types of lighting and lighting effects, it will
provide an invaluable showcase of Philips’
lighting controls features and capabilities
and will demonstrate the way our solutions
can complement a fantastic building design.
This project will provide a great example
for us to display our technology to future
prospective customers.”
BBVA building – state of the
art DALI control and LEED
certification
The Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria
(BBVA) is the second bank of Spain. While
BBVA’s head office is located in Bilbao in
northern Spain, the company also has a
number of buildings in Madrid. In an effort
to consolidate all its Madrid functions
into a single location, BBVA has embarked
on an ambitious project to construct a
breathtaking new building that will comprise
a horizontal section of three floors, plus a
tower of 22 floors.
Philips Lighting Controls Manager, José
Ramón Córcoles, explained that the project
is split into two phases. “The first phase will
involve the provision of lighting and lighting
control systems for a third of the horizontal
section of the building,” he said. “The second
phase will comprise the remaining twothirds of the horizontal section, plus the
entire tower section.”

Philips negotiated a total solution for BBVA’s new
building, including custom-made LED luminaires, a stateof-the-art Dynalite control solution, commissioning and a
post-installation service-care package.

Originally, the project specification entailed
conventional lighting and a non-Philips
control system. However, Philips having
provided lighting solutions for BBVA at bank
branch level for many years, were able to
offer a Philips total lighting solution for the
new building to match the ambitions the
designers had set for the project, providing
significant levels of energy savings and
comfort possibilities for the users. The
specification now includes custom-made
LED luminaires – that will be developed
and manufactured in Philips’ factory in
the Netherlands – a state-of-the-art
Philips Dynalite control solution, complete
commissioning of the system, plus a postinstallation service care package.
Philips Dynalite DALI MutliMaster controllers
will be used for the project, with sensors for
light and presence. Energy saving is a huge
focus for BBVA and the lighting and lighting
control solutions delivered by Philips will
help the company attain LEED certification.
Part of this includes integration of external
louvres and internal blinds to the Dynalite
control platform to work in harmony with
the daylight harvesting solution.
Integration will also be provided to the BMS
via BACnet, using a controller from Tridium
– the company that is also supplying the
BMS – to help ensure seamless operation
between the two control platforms.

Phase One of the project is due to be
completed by November 2012 and Phase
Two should be finalized by early 2014.
“The lighting control solution will feature
extremely advanced application of the
Dynalite controls,” said Córcoles. “On
completion, the BBVA project will be used
by Philips to set the standard for all future
office applications in Europe.”

The Dynalite solution will incorporate
intelligent two-channel relay control to
supervise the switching of all existing
luminaires. Approximately one thousand
DUS804C Multifunction Sensors will be
installed to allow lighting to be turned off in
unoccupied areas. A head-end PC running
EnvisionManager will allow control and
monitoring of the entire system.

Westmead Hospital and UNSW
Wallace Wurth Building

“Philips Dynalite was chosen for this project
as Total Energy Solutions wanted to partner
with a market-leading solutions provider,” said
Kardasis. “We were the only local lightingcontrol provider that TES believed they could
put their faith in for project completion, not
just in terms of system products and features,
but also for project delivery.”

Philips Dynalite ANZ has also won projects
for lighting upgrades including 1000 lighting
sensors and basic relay controllers for
NSW Area Health’s Westmead Hospital
and for the University of New South Wales
(UNSW) Wallace Wurth Building.
According to Philips Dynalite NSW State
Manager, Michael Kardasis, the Westmead
Hospital project involves an upgrade of
its lighting control in conjunction with
the Energy Performance Contractor, Total
Energy Solutions (TES). “The scope of this
project is to provide energy saving control
of the functional lighting for nine floors
of the main hospital building and also the
children’s hospital,” he said. “An important
element of the remit is that the lighting
control system facilitates the site-wide
energy management goal of optimizing
energy efficiency across the Westmead
Hospital site.”

By comparison to the Westmead
project, Philips won the UNSW Wallace
Wurth project due to an existing strong
relationship between Philips and the UNSW.
The company has recently completed a
successful lighting control installation for the
University’s C25 building and has provided
lighting and lighting controls for a number of
other UNSW’s buildings.
The Wallace Wurth Building is a medical
research center – comprising laboratories
and lecture theaters – which has been
redeveloped and expanded into a cuttingedge 10,000 square meter facility. As with the
Westmead project, the design criteria for the

Wallace Wurth building calls for functional
lighting and energy savings. “We will deliver a
similar Philips Dynalite solution for this area
as we have provided for other areas of the
university,” said Kardasis. “It is predominantly
a DALI addressable system that allows for
control down to individual light point control,
as well as maximizing the control possibilities
across DALI universes beyond what is
normally possible in a DALI system.”

A Philips Dynalite DALI
addressable system will be
provided for the Wallace
Wurth project to deliver
functional lighting and
energy savings.
Image by World
Architecture Festival

Philips Dynalite DDBC320-DALI threeuniverse controllers will be used, along with
additional leading-edge, trailing-edge and
relay controllers. A combination of switching
and dimming lighting controls will be
provided, with mainly dimmable fluorescent
and some LED luminaires. Several hundred
Multifunction Sensors will be used as part
of the daylight harvesting solution for the
building. A head-end PC running MapView
will enable the system to be monitored and
managed, with integration to the BMS being
achieved via BACnet.
“These two projects are both important
for Philips,” said Kardasis. “The UNSW has
used Dynalite controls for a number of
buildings now and there is great potential to
be involved in future refurbishments or new
build-projects for the university. Equally, the
Westmead project will hopefully be the first
of many health sector projects for NSW
Area Health in Australia.” n
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At the recent Australian Institute of
Hotel Engineers (AIHE) conference,
held on the Gold Coast in August,
the Carmody Group launched a new
market development and technology
design alliance with Philips.

A new dawn for
hotel-room design
The balance between form, function and cost is not a new
consideration. However, the new market development and technology
design alliance – between the Carmody Group and Philips Dynalite –
means the future has never been brighter for the hospitality industry.

“

We have some current hotel projects
that needed an elegant solution
and we’ve been impressed with the
simplicity with which Philips Dynalite
solved these problems while remaining
inside our allocated budget.

”

Philips Dynalite will be
launching three different
maintenance-free control
products, typically, each
hotel room will require
just one controller,
dedicated to a certain set
of functions and features.
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As technological advancements
herald the ability to exercise much
finer degrees of control over the
internal environment of a hotel room, the
hospitality industry is facing challenging
and apparently conflicting requirements to
facilitate lower energy bills, while delivering
a superior guest experience. However,
where these goals might historically have
been mutually exclusive, modern control
technology is increasingly able to meet
current regulatory requirements, employ
effective energy management strategies
and deliver simple controls that allow
guests to intuitively and finely control
their surroundings.
Moreover, the very latest evolution of lighting,
blinds, curtains and climate control hardware
has been designed to achieve a wealth of
senses, moods and ambience, all at a fraction
of the cost that was once considered the

norm. In real terms, this means that luxuries
that were once only seen in the most elite
and expensive hotels are now proven and
affordable for the mid-market.
One company at the forefront of hotel
interior design is the Carmody Group.
Specializing in interior design, as well as
design-and-construct turn-key solutions for
the hospitality industry, the Carmody Group
has a history of interior furnishings spanning
back over 50 years.
Carmody Group Director, Simon Carmody,
believes it is important for the company
to surround themselves with experts who
understand the complex science of hotelroom controls, in order to remain at the
forefront of an industry that is changing by
the month. “In order to effectively manage
energy within a building, it is necessary
to invest some smarts into the wiring
infrastructure,” he says. “Equally, it’s key to

have an alliance with a company like Philips
that actually understands lighting and can
offer integrated energy-efficient solutions
– such as LED lighting – that don’t sacrifice
the qualities of incandescent and halogen
lighting we are used to.”
Innovation and expectation
At the recent Australian Institute of Hotel
Engineers (AIHE) conference, held on
the Gold Coast in August, the Carmody
Group and Philips launched a new market
development and technology design alliance.
“Working with Philips is an exciting venture
for us,” explains Carmody. “Not only is
Philips Dynalite’s technology at the cutting
edge of the lighting control industry, but
the alliance allows our in-house lighting
engineers to collaborate closely with the
Philips Marketing and R&D teams in Sydney
for design and technology input.”

can now be achieved that would previously
have been too expensive to contemplate for
all but the top-end hotels.
However, the infinite potential ahead
comes with a warning. “With so many
possibilities for innovation, we need to
be careful to avoid turning the room into
a technology circus,” says Carmody. “We
have some current hotel projects that
needed an elegant solution and we’ve been
impressed with the simplicity with which
Philips Dynalite solved these problems while
remaining inside our allocated budget.”
Dedicated approach

Philips Controls, Systems and Services
Hospitality – Global Marketing Manager,
Peter Glasheen, is equally enthusiastic by
the new alliance. “Several project enquiries
have brought us together,” he said. “We can
see the mutual benefits in working with the
Carmody designers, architects and lighting
designers to arrive at better solutions for
the end-user – for both new-build hotels
and refurbishments alike.”
Carmody and Glasheen agree that the
current trends they see for hotel rooms are
trying to utilize emerging technologies to
better balance increasing guest expectations
against cost. The advent first of LED
lighting, followed by the latest innovations
in utilizing flat-surface material as light
sources means that lighting designers are
no longer constrained by conventional
practices. Furthermore, with technological
breakthroughs allowing the cost of control
equipment to fall dramatically, luxury effects

Philips Dynalite has long been regarded as
a global market leader in residential and
commercial lighting control and energymanagement solutions. Historically, the
company’s portfolio has centered on
‘modular’ control units that have offered
the ability to achieve a staggering array of
switched and dimming lighting effects for
all luminaire types, along with seamless
integration to blinds, curtains, HVAC, AV and
security systems. However, Philips Dynalite’s
latest offering – aimed squarely at the hotel
room market – utilizes ‘dedicated’, rather
than modular control units.
“We have built all the necessary functionality
into a single dedicated unit, rather than
spread it across multiple products,” says
Glasheen. “The bottom line is that this
makes the resulting hotel room controls
solution more cost effective and as it can
come out of the factory pre-programmed, it
also removes the need for expensive on-site
commissioning costs.”
Philips Dynalite will be launching two different
maintenance-free control products, with the

first – the DDRC-GRMS10 relay controller
– available in the second half of 2012 and the
remainder to follow in early 2013. The two
products will be complementary, designed
to deliver ‘good’ and ‘best’ levels of control.
Typically, each hotel room will require just
one controller, dedicated to a certain set of
functions and features.
At the ‘good’ level, using the DDRCGRMS10, it is possible to control lighting,
blinds, HVAC and selected power outlets. At
the ‘best’ level of control, room temperature
can be regulated, dimming scenes are
available including the use of color and there
is the ability to control curtains as well as
blinds. Both options facilitate energy-saving
strategies, are scalable in design and allow
for additional functionality to be added to
the lighting control solution at a later date.
To further complement these new
controllers, Philips Dynalite will also
commence the release of a new range of
dedicated aesthetic user-interface panels
by year-end 2012. As Glasheen explains,
the cost implications to this dedicated
approach are enormous. “At the ‘good’ level
of control, the price-point breakthrough is
unmatched in the marketplace and means
that this level of control is now affordable
to a much wider sector of the hospitality
market than ever before. Whilst at the ‘best’
level it is amazing just how much more
can be provided with this dedicated design
approach for a small additional investment.”
Stand together
While the alliance between the Carmody
Group and Philips was only officially
launched at the AIHE Convention, the
companies had already benefited from their

joint collaboration prior to this. “Guests are
demanding more accessible power outlets,
but this necessarily increases their visibility
and has the potential to negatively impact
the hotel room design,” says Carmody.
“However, we have worked with Philips
Dynalite and enjoyed a real win with newly
designed switch-plates that are much more
in keeping with the overall design look.”
Glasheen concurs. “Carmody understands
all aspects of a hotel room’s requirements
from the design of the colors, finishes and
fit-out through budgeting, specification
and installation, to final delivery of the
finished solution,” he says. “By working with
Carmody in the initial design stages, Philips
Dynalite are able to optimize the integration
of our lighting solutions in harmony with the
overall room design ethos.”
The AIHE Convention at the Gold Coast
this August not only provided a forum for
the launch of the Carmody-Philips alliance,
but it also provided a tantalizing glimpse
of what the two companies can achieve
together as they move forward. On a joint
stand, the partners showcased a mockedup hotel room to highlight how the latest
control technology can seamlessly integrate
with state-of-the-art design.
“Working together will ensure apparent
conflicts between form and function can
be resolved at an early stage of a room’s
design,” says Carmody. “The ability to
combine cutting-edge functionality with
industry-leading aesthetics highlights what the
Carmody-Philips partnership is all about.” n
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Evolving expectations
for outdoor lighting
The accelerating development and complexity of outdoor lighting and lighting
control technology means that municipalities around the globe are now looking
to outsource public lighting projects as part of their asset management strategy.
Philips is at the forefront of this trend for outdoor lighting and is changing the
way it operates, to meet its customers’ evolving needs.

One significant marketing trend is
‘up-scaling’ – the steady increase in
the size of projects in order to reduce
costs and the integration of lighting
upgrades as part of plans for the total
urban space.

There are a number of trends
emerging for outdoor lighting, both
in terms of lighting developments and the
changing requirements from the end-user. The
manner in which Philips as a lighting solution
provider is addressing and anticipating these,
is resulting in a strategy to develop solutions
and ‘intelligent’ services that fulfill the shifting
requirements of this market.
Global Marketing Intelligence Manager
– Outdoor PLS, José Rögels, believes the
marketing trends are the most interesting
aspect of the changes that are being seen
in the outdoor sector. “It is fundamentally
important to understand the marketing
trends and changes in customer attitudes in
order to predict where the market will be
in a year’s time or five years from now,” she
says. “If we do not go through this process,
there is a danger that we will be trying to
deliver solutions that do not meet the needs
of the end-user.”
The internal organization and business
models from municipalities and cities are
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changing. Until recent times, these publicsector organizations have been directly
responsible for the provision of street
lighting. However, given the accelerating
development and complexity of lighting
and lighting control technology in the last
few years, municipalities no longer have the
up-to-date knowledge base that they once
enjoyed, leading their increasing tendency to
outsource public lighting projects.

about exactly what they want and the
opportunities open to them and require
help with the development of their plans. As
such, the municipalities are open to working
in ‘broad’ partnership with lighting specialists
in order to access the latest initiatives and
innovations in the industry. Working in
partnership in the outdoor lighting segment
is also something that is new to Philips, but
one that is showing results.

This is not an isolated trend, but one that
is being witnessed across all utilities and
services in many developed and developing
countries around the world. “For the
lighting industry, this is resulting in a rapidly
expanding number of lighting projects in the
urban space,” says Rögels. “Given the change
in way of working from our customers in
the public sector, we as lighting solution
providers also have to change.”

“With the levels of technical understanding
in the municipalities being lower today than
in the past, it is necessary to discuss project
requirements in much broader terms than
would once have been the case,” Rögels
explains. “Nowadays, we should no longer
talk about products and solutions, but also
about services and how we can deliver
support in several phases of projects to our
customers, often through the life of
the installation.”

Pursuit of partnerships
One interesting impact of the increased
incidence of outsourcing public lighting
projects is that municipalities are
progressively requesting to work in
partnership with their suppliers. Today, it
is not enough to simply deliver a product
to the customer: the customer now wants
to work with the supplier to have the
opportunity to tap into their expertise and
experience and for the long term, not just
on a transactional basis.
The struggle these organizations have
experienced to keep abreast of changing
technologies has partly arisen from the
migration of experienced people out of
the public service, leaving a ‘knowledge
void’ behind them. At the same time, many
of these customers could be confused

Tied in with this increased demand for
private-public partnerships, municipalities
are also demonstrating a greater interest
in ‘social innovation’ compared with their
more general focus in the past on technical
and design innovation. Perhaps a by-product
of being able to leave the technical and
design aspects of a project to the lighting
solutions provider, the municipalities are
exhibiting more interest than ever before
in how lighting solutions can improve
the safety and livability of a city and are
developing measurement parameters and
targets to make this a reality.
More for less
Another facet of this trend is the growing
prevalence for landscape architects to
be involved in lighting plans. As emerging

Municipalities are progressively requesting to work in partnerships
with their suppliers. Today, it is not enough to simply deliver a
product to the customer: the customer now wants to work with
the supplier to tap into their expertise and experience.

technology has enabled light to be used
in new and exciting ways, municipalities
are concerning themselves not just with
the functionality of their new lighting
systems, but how these can be harnessed
to create a more pleasing ambience, often
with a selection of preset lighting options
to suit different occasions. One challenge
faced by the lighting industry is that these
landscape architects often have no technical
lighting knowledge and so there is an added
requirement to ‘translate’ their ideas into
working solutions.
One significant marketing trend that Philips
has also been seeing is that of ‘up-scaling’ –
the steady increase in the size of projects in
order to reduce costs, plus the
inclusion of lighting upgrades as part of
integrated plans for the total urban space –
which might typically include improvements
to public lighting, traffic signs, road repair,
street furniture and city-wide energyefficient measures.
“In the past, if a project entailed 30,000 light
points it was considered a huge project,”
says Rögels. “Now we are seeing a great
number of projects with up to 100,000
light points. Of course, projects of this scale
need to be handled differently to the way
we would typically handle the much smaller
projects of the past and lighting solutions
providers need to be able to adapt to these
changing requirements.”
Of course, these marketing trends do
not come with an open checkbook and
budgetary limitations will always be a factor.
As many cities face the prospect of replacing
old luminaires for new systems, they
often want to achieve more functionality

for less cost. New lighting technologies
are often able to sell themselves on their
energy-saving potential if it is possible to
demonstrate what the payback period will
be, but additionally more inventive finance
options need to be offered by the lighting
solutions providers as part of the package.
Leading the pack
These marketing trends are not completely
unconnected from the lighting trends
themselves. “We see examples where
new lighting technology drives the market
expectations,” says Rögels. “And to a degree,
the new partnerships between municipalities
and lighting companies, is helping focus the
direction of where lighting developments
and innovations need to be made.”
Current lighting trends include the
augmented use of LEDs – especially to
deliver a much whiter and brighter light
than previously possible – and the use of
lighting meshes over open areas, such as
squares and road junctions to minimize the
requirement for too many poles. For city

centers and residential areas alike, these
trends are tending to focus on improved
safety, prevention of crime, energy savings
and mitigation of light pollution. The light
pollution consideration is not new, but all
too frequently is a factor that is overlooked.
Successful projects will provide light of the
right quality and intensity only where and
when it is needed at the right time of the day.
Philips’ approach to developing the market
and getting their customers a better
business result is being formulated through
the partnership approach. The company
is increasingly being asked to provide
design plans as part of the project and
additional services – such as commissioning,
maintenance and training – are often
requested as part of the total project
package. Given the complexity of the
solutions provided to them, these customers
want the peace-of-mind that these
supplementary services from the leading
lighting player deliver to enable
them to leverage the best out of their new
lighting systems.

These marketing trends represent a
fundamental developmental leap for the
lighting industry in the outdoor sector.
“In order to remain a successful lighting
solution provider, it is imperative that
Philips continues to change to meet the
evolving expectations of our customers,”
says Rögels. “While many lighting companies
might be content to watch how this market
develops, for Philips it is not enough to be led
by the pack. In these changing markets the
time to change is now and Philips is at the
forefront of these marketing innovations.” n

“

Municipalities are
demonstrating a greater
interest in ‘social
innovation’ compared with
their greater focus in the
past on technical or design
innovation.

It is fundamentally important to
understand the marketing trends
and changes in customer attitudes
in order to predict where the
market will be in a year’s time or
five years from now.
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Digital solutions rock the retail
world and increase revenues
With growing competition both from rival companies and alternate marketing avenues, the pressure
has never been higher on physical retail stores to perform. Digital solutions from providers like
Philips can help restore the competitive edge and deliver an optimized and personalized shopping
environment that can at the same time support brand objectives, increase revenues and wherever
possible, save energy.
For retailers, there are three main
challenges to operating a successful
business. Firstly, they must provide an
enjoyable shopping experience for their
customers. Secondly, they must maximize
revenue while minimizing costs. And thirdly,
for the big retail chains, they must create
a consistent shopping environment for
the consumer, regardless of the exact
geographical location of their store outlets.

ChainDirector enables a
retail chain to centrally
control both the lighting and
the temperature across its
individual stores to optimize
customer comfort.
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As with any retail business in the modern
age, it is now not enough to meet a certain
fixed standard in these three areas in order
to remain competitive in the marketplace. A
business must strive to constantly improve
the shopping experience to stay ahead of
the competition; increase the revenue to
cost ratio to increase profit margins; and
develop a consistency of retail environment
that becomes synonymous with the marque
to ensure ongoing consumer brand loyalty.
According to Philips Manager Global
Marketing Intelligence (Retail Segment),

Lina Lin, the increased move towards
digitalization in retail and lighting
technologies presents a wealth of
opportunities for the successful retailers of
the future.
“For today’s retailer, marketing avenues
now include on-line shopping, social media
and word-of-mouth, in addition to the
conventional ‘bricks and mortar’ store,” she
says. “As a result, the physical shop is now
competing with alternative sales outlets,
often with far lower overheads. As such,
it needs to evolve and adapt to be able
to deliver something that virtual stores
cannot – a far greater personal interaction
for an enhanced shopping experience to the
customer, which results in an increased top
line for the retailer.”
A company such as Philips – which specializes
in lighting and lighting control solutions – has
an enormous potential to influence these
trends and provide the competitive edge
that retail chains are seeking. Interestingly,

the retail sector – even the fashion element
of the industry – inclines towards a
conservative stance, especially when faced
with unproven technology.
“It is commonplace to see retailers adopt a
wait-and-see attitude, maintaining the triedand-tested approaches that have worked
in the past,” explains Lin. “Naturally, there
will always be the front runners who are
prepared to take a chance and when these
companies hit upon a successful formula,
rivals are usually quick to follow their lead.”
Creating consumer comfort
A common reaction that Philips faces when
explaining the benefits that digital lighting
solutions can bring to a retail company is
one of fear towards the perceived increased
levels of complexity that surrounds the new
technology. The challenge for the lighting
solutions providers is to package advanced
solutions in a way that is user-friendly and
intuitive for the retailers and which is also
able to demonstrate the clear advantages

A comfortable customer
is likely to spend longer
in the store, feel better
about themselves and
will be more inclined to
spend money.

that modern lighting can deliver. Not just
in a better ambient experience, but also in
increasing the top line.
A good example of where modern lighting
technology has a role to play is in the fitting
room. Philips has run a number of pilot
studies with a range of companies, including
high-end cosmetics brand, Estee Lauder.
Here, Philips worked with Estee Lauder to
help increase the appeal of the company’s
booths in shopping malls.
From Estee Lauder’s perspective, the goal
is to sell more makeup. To be successful in
this venture, it is crucial that prospective
customers are attracted to the booth in the

first place and once there feel comfortable
enough in themselves and their surroundings
to stay. “The critical moment of the sale is
when a customer looks in the mirror,” says
Lin. “If they feel comfortable in this instance,
then a sale will naturally follow.”
In the past, lighting in these retail
environments has typically been fairly poor.
However, Philips has developed a product
to rectify this.Vanity Mirror allows the
lighting to be changed to replicate different
scenarios to simulate daytime and evening
environments. In the Estee Lauder pilot, this
enabled customers to see how they will
look with different make-up products for
these crucially different times of the day.

“

For today’s retailer, marketing avenues now include
on-line shopping, social media and word-of-mouth in
addition to the conventional store. As a result, the physical
shop is now competing with alternative sales opportunities,
often with far lower overheads. As such, it needs to evolve
to be able to deliver something that virtual stores cannot –
a far greater personal interaction for an enhanced shopping
experience to the customer, which results in an increased
top line for the retailer.

”
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The increased move towards
digitalization in retail and lighting
technologies presents a wealth of
opportunities for the successful
retailers of tomorrow.

Digital solutions rock the retail world and
increase revenues
continued

“What may look stunning for evening
functions might, for example, appear
unflattering for daytime events,” says Lin.
“The Estee Lauder pilot study proved a
great success. Sales increased by as much
as 10 per cent, simply through making
customers feel more relaxed and presenting
the product in environments as they would
use it. This is just not possible with any online product transaction-based sales model.”
Optimized utilities
Where Vanity Mirror presents a solution for
a very specific lighting application in the retail
environment, Philips also offers solutions –
such as ChainDirector – to provide more
general assistance to help retailers address
their three main challenges. “ChainDirector
enables a retail chain to centrally control
both the lighting and the temperature across
its individual stores to optimize customer
comfort,” says Lin. “A comfortable customer
is likely to spend longer in the store, feel
better about themselves and will be more
inclined to spend money.”
ChainDirector also addresses the
‘consistency of retail environment’ issue,
as it allows the lighting and HVAC settings
to be standardized across all the stores
in a chain from a single central location.
Moreover, by centralizing the control of
lighting and heating, retailers are better
able to manage heating, cooling and lighting
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settings to minimize energy usage and as a
result, utility bills. ChainDirector enables a
retail head office to monitor power usage
across its entire chain, and therefore it
becomes easier to identify where energy
use is higher than average, which might be
indicative that a maintenance or service visit
is warranted or store practices aren’t in line
with company policy.
The three main retail challenges will remain,
irrespective of the technology available.
“Digital solutions will not ‘solve’ these
challenges for the retailer, as by their very
nature the challenges are ongoing and
relative to the performance of the rest of
the industry,” says Lin. “However, digital
solutions such as Philips’ Vanity Mirror
and ChainDirector do provide tools that
will help retailers enhance their in-store
experience, maintain and develop the
consistency of their brand differentiators,
and optimize their energy use.” n

Vanity Mirror allows
the lighting to be
changed to replicate
different scenarios to
simulate daytime and
evening environments,
enabling customers to
see how they will look
with different makeup products for these
crucially different times
of the day.

Light: the great enabler
for adaptable offices

Lighting should provide the right
conditions for the work that has
to be done, through its ability to
create a conducive atmosphere
and affect individual’s energy levels.

With the role of the humble office shifting, there is a growing need to change standard designs to
accommodate modern ways of working, meet the diverse needs of its occupants and reflect the values
of the organization. Here, lighting has an important role to play and Philips is well placed in the industry
to deliver lighting solutions that positively affect people as well as their environments.
to spend the working day and which can
actually stimulate productivity by its design.”

The ‘new ways of working’
concept embraces the
fact that a diverse range
of working environments
better enables different
tasks, such as more
relaxed areas better
suiting informal meetings.

Almost as a reaction to the conventionality
of the past, architects and designers now
recognize that all work in the office is not
necessarily best achieved sitting at the same
desk. The ‘new ways of working’ concept
embraces the fact that a diverse range
of working environments better enables
different tasks. At its simplest form, this
concept might encompass meeting rooms
to facilitate collective working practices, but
the idea can and is being taken further.

The Office has gained something
of a dull reputation over the years,
with a common perception being that it is
all-too-often a conforming, homogenous
and somewhat soulless environment, more
likely to crush the spirit than stir the soul
of its occupants. While such a bleak view of
the office might have had a place in the past,
current trends are encouraging a far more
vibrant and inspiring approach to the design
of the modern workplace.

According to Marc van Aken, Philips Lighting
Insights and Marketing Intelligence, these
new trends are occurring as a result of
the changing role of the workplace. “There
are three main factors that are influencing
new office design,” he says. “These can
be summarized as ‘new ways of working’,
‘workplace diversity’ and ‘the office as a
brand experience’. Each of these factors
is helping to shape the office of the future
so that it will be a more enjoyable place

More relaxed areas with couches might
better suit informal meetings, while standing
tables might promote a more dynamic
interaction between employees. Equally,
areas with whiteboards or flipcharts can
provide a more conducive environment
for brainstorming or group ‘think-tank’type activities. “By providing a selection of
settings, employees can actually adapt better
to different assignments,” says van Aken.
“The action of moving to a different area
that is thoroughly different from the normal
‘desk-and-monitor’ space, can itself help to
refocus the mind of the employee on the
new task at hand.”

Designed for diversity
‘Workplace diversity’ is another interesting
factor that is affecting office design trends.
In the past, general assumptions have been
made when it comes to office design about
what best constitutes a productive working
environment. The reality is that what works
for one person may not necessarily work for
another. The only generalization that can be
made is that people themselves are different
and the office needs to be flexible enough
to accommodate a range of working-style
preferences.
“Today, we see a greater mix of generations
in the same workplace than ever before,” says
van Aken. “In many economies people are
working later in life and there is also a large
part of the workforce which is young. It is
now not uncommon to see a mix of people
in their 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s all working
alongside each other in the same office.
However, these different generations often
like to work in radically different ways.”
For workers in their 40s and above, the IT
revolution is something that has occurred
during their working lives and in many cases
these employees have adapted the use of
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Light: the great enabler for
adaptable offices
continued

technology to match the way they have
traditionally liked to work. Conversely, for
the younger generations who have grown up
with computers, living and working ‘online’ is
normal and the concept of rigid desk spaces
is considered an antiquated hangover from
the past.

An increased prevalence
for ‘flexworking’ means
that employees often
do not have affixed
workplace – choosing
where they want to sit
each day and able to vary
the people they sit with,
depending on the tasks
they are working on.

With smartphones, tablets, laptops and
the freedom that new technologies have
delivered, there is now a much lesser
reliance on paper and a greater flexibility
to be able to work anywhere. There is an
increased prevalence for ‘flexworking’ and in
many offices, employees often do not have
a fixed workplace – simply choosing where
they want to sit each day and able to vary
the people they sit with, depending on the
tasks they are working on.
Brandishing the brand
The third factor impacting modern office
design is the concept of ‘the office as a
brand experience’. The fundamental purpose
of branding is to distinguish a product
from the competition and this idea has

been carried through to the design of the
workplace itself. “An office is a place to
collaborate with colleagues, customers
and suppliers,” says van Aken. “It is often
beneficial to allow the office to radiate a
story about the company and the employees
through its design – something that has
come to be known as the ‘narrative office’.”
Good examples where a brand has been
emphasized through office design include
companies like Google, Sony, Toyota and
Reebok. In each of these examples, it is
possible to discern which company you are
in, solely by the design of the offices and also
gain a sense of what the company is about by
the way they express themselves through the
décor and design. The Google office in Zurich,
for instance has a slide instead of stairs, giving
the clear message that here is a company that
embraces innovation, fun and dynamism.
However, it is not just the big companies
that use the office as a brand experience.
Advertising companies have been adopting
this philosophy for a number of years and
many smaller businesses have also taken the
concept on board. “A small pharmaceutical
company I recently visited wanted to radiate
the ‘hygiene’ message,” says van Aken.

“As a health company it believes it should
promote a clean and professional image and
designed its offices – predominantly in white
with expanses of glass – to reflect this.”
Lighting the way
Naturally, lighting design has an enormous
part to play in these office design trends,
especially as it can be more easily adjusted
than the furniture or décor. “Lighting has
three roles to play, which can be achieved
through the combination of intensity, color
and positioning,” van Aken explains. “Firstly,
light should provide the right conditions for
the work that has to be done. Secondly, it
can help create an atmosphere and influence
the ambience. And thirdly, light can affect the
energy levels of the occupants, making them
more alert or more relaxed.”
The challenge is to work with customers
to evaluate how they want to use a space
and then to design the lighting to enable and
enhance this function. The practice of taking
a standard lighting design and applying it to
a range of different offices is being replaced
by an understanding that every space and
application is unique.
The latest lighting innovations, such as
LEDs and luminous fabrics are creating

“
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more opportunities to design outcomes that
are better matched to the requirements
of each area. In essence, these new
technologies are equipping the lighting
designer with more tools to achieve better
effects that are less obtrusive.
For example, entire ceilings can now be
used as a light source and lighting can
be seamlessly integrated into walls and
furniture. Many of these ideas have already
been explored for more creative situations,
such as the hospitality industry and for
architectural effects. However, now that
the cost of the technology is reducing, it
is becoming increasingly accessible for the
mainstream market and its use for office
applications is likely to increase in the future.
“Philips has amassed a vast amount of
knowledge about how light affects people
and their environments and is certainly
at the forefront of the lighting industry
in this respect,” says van Aken. “This
expertise is available to help ensure that
the offices of tomorrow support different
ways of working, accommodate individual
preferences and make bold statements to
support their brand.” n

There are three main factors that are influencing new
office design. These can be summarized as ‘new ways
of working’, ‘workplace diversity’ and ‘the office as
a brand experience’. Each of these factors is helping
to shape offices of the future that will be a more
enjoyable place to spend the working day and actually
stimulate productivity by their design.
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EnvisionProject 2.0:
software that continues
to evolve
As Philips Dynalite has grown in stature to deliver ever-more finely tuned solutions
to its end-users, the company’s commissioning software tools have also evolved to
meet the growing demands of larger and more involved projects. EnvisionProject 2.0
benefits from the integration of the best features from all previous Philips Dynalite
commissioning software tools – in a single streamlined and intuitive package that
delivers a user friendly and better result, in a faster time.
To understand the importance
of Philips Dynalite’s latest
software commissioning tool,
EnvisionProject 2.0, it is beneficial
to reflect on the software evolution
experienced by the company to date. When
Dynalite first began delivering lighting
control solutions, the company’s projects
were small and there were no software
tools in existence. Commissioning was
typically achieved mechanically through
the setting of dipswitches and via the
configuration of row/column matrix inputs.
As Philips Global Product Marketing
Manager – IIS (integration, Interoperability
and Software), Phil Main, explains, prior to
the advent of software commissioning tools,
a system was simply wired up in the way
you wanted it to work. “While this worked
well for the types of small lighting projects
the company was involved with at the time

– such as theatres and ballrooms – there
was no dynamic aspect to the configuration,”
he says. “However, as projects got larger it
became necessary to develop a software tool
to manage the commissioning process and
one benefit of this was to be able to create
more flexible lighting controls and effects.”
Dynalite’s first foray into a softwarecommissioning tool was NetMon. While
this DOS-based tool would look extremely
limited by today’s standards, at the time
it represented a huge leap forward – an
evolutionary step that enabled the company
to tackle larger projects more effectively.
In total, Philips Dynalite has evolved through
four steps of software commissioning
tools. From the early days of NetMon, the
company subsequently developed DLightII
to run on the then-new Windows 3.1
platform. Launched in 1996, DLightII paved
the way for the company’s expansion and

made system commissioning accessible to
a far broader market of customers, both
nationally and internationally, thereby giving
the brand a global presence.

than its predecessor and its layers of detail
made commissioning larger projects far
easier to manage.

It is a testament to the capability and
strength of this software offering that it
has lasted as long as it has. “DLightII was an
accomplished tool in its time,” says Main. “It
was very powerful once you learned how to
use it. However, it required a lot of practice
to develop true proficiency.”

EnvisionProject introduced features such
as large-scale copy and paste, which
saved considerable time on large projects
where system requirements and layouts
are repeated multiple times. This and
other performance innovations assisted in
reducing commissioning time by as much
as 50 per cent – a major factor for both
customers and the engineers responsible for
getting projects operational.

As project sizes continued to grow,
commissioning using DLightII became
more and more difficult to manage
efficiently and so in 2010, utilizing new
technologies not available to the old DLightII
platform, EnvisionProject was released.
This new tool provided an easier interface,
making it more intuitive and faster to use

EnvisionProject 2.0 builds on the success
of EnvisionProject and introduces another
new method of commissioning by allowing
the engineer to import reflected ceiling
plans to provide a graphical representation
of a project to further assist in the
commissioning process. Ideally suited to
DALI projects, but useful for all jobs, this

Graphical interface
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EnvisionProject 2.0:
software that continues
to evolve
continued

EnvisionProject 2.0 takes the
intuitive approach of its forebear,
EnvisionProject and packaging it
with a state-of-the-art graphical
interface – PlanView.

state-of-the-art graphical interface – known
as the Plan View – lets the commissioning
engineer really see what is happening on a
system and allows rapid lamp grouping and
panel and sensor assignments essential to
getting a system operational.

run for maintenance of the system. This is
often accessed remotely, allowing system
diagnostics and a range of functional changes
to be accomplished by Philips Dynalite
technicians without the requirement for a
site visit.

Intuitive approach

The consolidation of commissioning
tools into a dedicated software package is
expected to have a profound impact on the
market. The PlanView commissioning
process will be integrated into all future
training and recorded training tools will be
provided to allow installers to learn the
new software at their own speed in their
own time.

The result of this new development is a
single, intuitive commissioning tool for
all Philips Dynalite products, with simple,
easy-to-learn processes that will provide
powerful results when setting up any system
– from a smart apartment to a solution for
the world’s tallest buildings.
EnvisionProject 2.0 is not intended as
an end-user interface, but as a tool for
installers and commissioning engineers.
Designed to supersede all the Philips
Dynalite commissioning tools that
have preceded it, EnvisionProject 2.0
encompasses the best aspects of its
forebears into a single tool. EnvisionProject
2.0 will work for every segment of Philips
Dynalite’s business and be compatible
with all products in the company’s
current portfolio.
EnvisionProject 2.0 provides an extremely
fast, instinctive and graphical way to
commission a lighting control system. Once
commissioning is complete, EnvisionProject
2.0 can be left with the system on a
client’s server but will only need to be
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A powerful package
“There will be an extremely shallow learning
curve for existing EnvisionProject users,”
says Main. “Of course there is training
and support documentation available to
explain all the new features this software
provides, but in practice the software is so
intuitive that most EnvisionProject users will
understand the new software immediately.”
Philips Dynalite’s software-commissioning
tools have evolved over time in line with the
scale of the projects in which the company
has been involved.While Philips Dynalite
still engages in small-scale residential and
commercial developments, the company is
also increasingly involved in ever larger and
more complex lighting control projects. In this
respect, EnvisionProject 2.0 is an important

evolutionary step for Philips Dynalite, as
it consolidates all possible commissioning
requirements for projects large and small into
a single powerful package.
In development for the last 12 months,
EnvisionProject 2.0 was released on
23 August. “We are realigning all our
commissioning processes into a new
generation of intuitive tools,” says Main.
“Philips Dynalite is very pleased to once
again be able to offer its customers an
intuitive, rapid-commissioning tool for all its
products and solutions. This is an exciting
new piece of software that should be
enjoyable for installers to use, and which will
surprise users with the ease-of-use of its
design and the powerful results that can be
achieved in very little time.” n

“

There will be an extremely
shallow learning curve for existing
EnvisionProject users. Of course
there is training and support
documentation available to explain
all the new features this software
provides, but in practice the
software is so intuitive that most
EnvisionProject users will understand
the new software immediately.

”

Philips Dynalite’s
new user interfaces
set the standard
from both a design
and an engineering
perspective.

Antumbra
– the next
generation UIs
The latest offering from Philips Dynalite
redefines the pre-conceptions about what
a user interface keypad or panel can be and
the way people can intuitively interact with
automated control systems.

The recent CEDIA exhibition in
Brisbane in May – a show attended by
architects, consultants, lighting designers
and electrical contractors – provided one
of many opportunities for Philips Dynalite
to gauge industry reaction to Antumbra,
its new range of networked user-interface
panels during design feasibility and
finalization stages. Feedback was universally
positive, with a common consensus being
that these new offerings are unlike anything
previously seen by the industry and an
important step forward to redefine what a
user interface can be and the way people
can intuitively interact with automated
systems. Similar low profile customer
contacts and meetings at other overseas
shows including Light+ Building Frankfurt in
Germany and Gaungzhou in China, as well as
channel partner meetings returned the same
feedback and excitement.

Using ‘field effects
technology’ the
panel ‘wakes up’
when it detects a
person’s magnetic
field and displays
6 buttons,
complete with
custom labels.

As Philips Dynalite Global Product Manager,
Daniel Walker, explained, the project to
develop this new user interface design and
development process has been a massive
team effort involving the pooling of ideas
and effort from multiple disciplines within
Philips – from Europe, Hong Kong, China
and Australia, but more importantly from
key global customers including Architects,
Interior Designers, Creative and Technical
Lighting specifiers as well as our Value Added
Reseller network, Systems Integrators
and Contractors . “It is important that
we develop a user interface that will suit
all global markets,” he said. “CEDIA was
an invaluable opportunity to check that
we are on the right track, as were all the
other interactions to date. As with all truly
innovative ideas, there was recognition here
that this is the development that the market
has been waiting for.”

Setting new standards

Design without compromise

The company currently supports three
user interfaces – the Revolution, Standard
and Traditional series. Philips Dynalite
initially collated feedback from various
sources about the way these are being
used and viewed in order to develop the
next generation of user interface that
would surpass modern requirements and
expectations in both form and functionality
at a very competitive price point.

At rest, the panel will look like a simple
panel with great aesthetics that can be easily
incorporated into a room’s décor and design.
However, the innovative use of ‘field effects
technology’ means that the keypad/panel is
able to detect a person’s near presence by
their body’s own magnetic field. When this
happens, the panel ‘wakes up’ to display a light
wash effect around the panel/keypad and up
to 6 buttons or touch points, complete with
the option of custom labelling.

“The company has tried to move away
from the standard ‘square box for a button’
approach,” he said. “We have made a
considerable effort to throw away all our
pre-conceptions about what a user interface
keypad/panel should be and jumped at the
opportunity to design a new product from
the ground up.”
The design goal was to develop a product
that sets the standard from both a design
and an engineering perspective. Not only
is Philips pushing the boundaries of what a
user interface could be, but it also includes
new methods of construction, installation
and aesthetics. The result is a truly unique
user interface that is able to use the entire
faceplate as tactile or touch points.
“We aim to have three different options,
each with a minimalistic look,” said Walker.
“One will retain tactile buttons for the
traditionalist market; one will have a clean
glass finish; and the third will have a state-ofthe-art touch-sensitive screen. We are also
incorporating a display into the tactile panel,
which will also support a thermostat. From
the one panel, it will be possible to drive
the lighting, blinds, HVAC and any other
networked device connected to the system
to give localized or site-wide control.”

At night, the trigger would allow for a
dimmed backlight effect so that the panel
functions can easily be identified whilst
creating a comfortable light effect without
glare. When the person moves away, the
panel will then simply fade back to merge
into the wall architecture.
Due to be released later in 2012 and early
2013, the new Antumbra user interfaces are
aimed to set the residential and hospitality
markets by storm. “Our goal has been a
user interface with better aesthetics, better
engineering and better functionality than
anything else currently in the market at a
very aggressive price-point,” said Walker.
“This project has proved a great example
of the synergy that is possible through the
collaborative efforts between the Philips
design teams, our engineers, and also the
close involvement of our customers and
channel network.” n
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GRMS: demonstrating Philips’
dedicated approach to hospitality
Philips redefines smart controls for the hospitality industry with its new, dedicated Guest Room
Management System. Supporting dedicated levels of functionality required for guest-room applications,
it provides a cost-competitive smart solution, with out-of-the-box functionality.
Philips Dynalite’s new
Guest Room Management
System is a dedicated
control platform designed
specifically for the
hospitality industry. The
DDRC-GRMS10 Relay
Controller has all the
necessary functionality
built into the one unit,
making it cheaper to
purchase and enabling it to
come out of the factory
pre-programmed.

Philips Dynalite has launched its
new Guest Room Management
System (GRMS), designed specifically for
the hospitality industry. Unlike most of the
modular devices currently available by lighting
solutions providers in the marketplace, GRMS
offers out-of-the-box functionality aimed
squarely at hotel guest-room applications.
This delivers cost-savings to the end-user
by minimizing both hardware and set-up
installation requirements.
According to Philips Controls, Systems
& Services Hospitality Global Marketing
Manager, Peter Glasheen, the heart of the
GRMS system is the DDRC-GRMS10 Relay

“

These dedicated controller units have
all the functionality built into the one
unit, rather than spread out across
multiple products. This makes it
cheaper for the end-user to purchase
and means it can come out of the factory
pre-programmed, thereby eliminating
on site configuration for faster project
delivery and reduced cost.
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Controller. “These dedicated controller units
have all the functionality built into the one
unit, rather than spread out across multiple
products,” he said. “This makes it cheaper for
the end-user to purchase and means it can
come out of the factory pre-programmed,
thereby eliminating on site configuration for
faster project delivery and reduced cost.”
The DDRC-GRMS10 controller currently
available will be complemented in time
by a sister unit, which will offer extended
dedicated functionality. Where the DDRCGRMS10 can switch lighting, HVAC, power
outlets, room status indicators and blinds,
the next GRMS controller to be released
will offer temperature control to a finer
degree, additional curtain control, dimming
and switching lighting channels, as well as the
ability to use control DMX colored lighting.
Cost competitive
For a typical hotel room application, a
single GRMS controller will be required.
“In the past, we tended to use the
DDMC802 multipurpose controller. This
remains a highly versatile controller, but
as a modular unit we would often end
up using two per room,” said Glasheen.
“When you add up the cost of providing

two controllers, together with the cost of
the individual controller cards, plus the cost
of commissioning the system, the total cost
per room could be double or even triple
what we can now achieve with our GRMS
solution approach.”
The GRMS system can either be set up
as a networked solution or as a simple
standalone room-based system. A range of
new user networked interfaces will also be
released, designed specifically to work with
the GRMS controllers. As these will also
take the dedicated – rather than modular –
approach, they will also be cost competitive
and offer plug-and-play ease of set-up.
The final element of the GRMS portfolio will
be a choice of networked or dry-contact
DR2PA-SA Hotel Room System Actuator.
This card holder is illuminated to allow
guests to see it in the dark, and is configured
so that when a guest leaves the room and
removes the key card from the device, the
blinds will be closed and the lighting and
HVAC turned off after a time delay.
Dedicated functionality
Philips Dynalite has spent considerable
effort in developing GRMS to include only
the functionality required by guest room

applications. The dedicated approach being
taken is unique in the market and means
that functionality superfluous to the guest
room requirements is not provided. If
greater functionality is required, additional
network control panels can be added. “This
delivers the best of both worlds,” said
Glasheen. “You get a system that is ready to
be used straight from the box, but also one
that can be reprogrammed as needed, via
the network control panels.”
Philips Dynalite’s DDRC-GRMS10 Relay
Controller and DR2PA-SA Hotel Room
System Actuator are available now. The GRMS
controller with extended functionality will be
released by year-end 2012 and the range of
GRMS user interfaces, will be launched from
late 2012 into mid 2013.
“GRMS offers the hospitality industry all
the energy-saving and user functionality it
has come to expect – all at a fraction of the
cost of rival solutions,” said Glasheen. “This
redefines value for money in this sector and
opens up smart controls to a much wider
market than ever previously possible.” n

The DRC12FR is a very high quality 20A relay
that has been developed with native DMX512
and DyNet communication protocols.

New cabinet with
DMX512 capability
for North America

“

The new Dynalite Relay DRC12FR 12-circuit cabinet features
embedded DMX512 and DyNet connectivity, thereby presenting the
end-user with a cost-competitive solution that can be used in a wide
array of applications and faster commissioning times.

Philips North America has launched
its new Dynalite Relay 12-Circuit
Cabinet, the DRC12FR. An adaptation of the
company’s existing relay cabinet that has been
sold in North America for several years, the
DRC12FR uses very high quality 20A relays.
Where the predecessor to the DRC12FR
required the addition of DDNG485 Network
Gateways to allow DMX512 control, the
new DRC12FR has been developed with
native DMX512 and DyNet communication
protocols embedded into the design to
deliver more flexibility to the end-user.

According to Michael Skurla, Philips Senior
Product Manager Indoor Networked
Controls in North America, Philips has
effectively incorporated the DDNG485
network gateway functionality into the
DRC12FR. “By including the network
gateway operation into the DRC12FR
design, Philips has removed the need for
a separate DDNG485,” he said. “This
minimizes the amount of hardware many
end-users will require and also reduces
interfacing exercises on site, thereby
speeding up the commissioning process.”

The finished product is actually based on
a product developed by Genlyte Controls
prior to its acquisition by Philips. Philips
took this product, called Lyteswitch12 –
originally a 12-circuit light-switch cabinet
designed for DMX512 and Genlyte
Controls’ Intelligent Lytemode System (ILS)
protocol – and included several additional
features and developed it into a Dynalitecompatible cabinet.

Built-in functionality
In keeping with the rest of the Dynalite
DRC Relay Cabinet line-up, the DRC12FR
features robust and rugged relays, which are
able to switch a wide variety of lighting load
types. It is available in a choice of single- or
double-pole relays and is capable of handling
tungsten, halogen, magnetic low-voltage,
electronic low-voltage, neon, non-dimming
fluorescent, HID, LED and motor load types.

The DRC12FR also uniquely has the ability
to accept contact closures IN for special
functions, plus four dry contacts OUT.
“This is the only product in our North
American portfolio which allows this,” said
Skurla. “This is native inside the cabinet and
doesn’t require a separate part. Typically, for
rival products on the market, the end-user
would need to purchase this capability as an
additional accessory.”
Philips has also redesigned the DRC12FR
with a simpler power scheme meaning that
it can operate on both a 120V or 277V
power supply for the US market and has
a version compatible with 347V power
supplies for use in Canada.
A capable cabinet
The DRC12FR responds to multiple
control sources-including events from
DMX512, internal overrides, Philips Dynalite
occupancy sensors, photocells, wall control
panels, Dynalite accessories, plus integration
with building management systems.

By including the network
gateway operation into the
DRC12FR design, Philips has
removed the need for a separate
DDNG485. This minimizes the
amount of hardware many
end-users will require and also
reduces interfacing exercises on
site, thereby speeding up the
commissioning process.

The relay cabinet can be flush or surfacemounted and local on/off control can be
achieved via push-button at the relay panel
or via mechanical switch on the relays. With
mechanically latching operation, integral
manual override and status indication on
the relays, the DRC12FR retains its state
through power cycles.

”

“The DRC12FR gives us the ability to drive
Somfy shade controllers and also deal with
UL924 emergency lighting control from
within the cabinet without the need for
external contactors,” said Skurla. “These
relays have a high short-circuit current
rating, which makes them suitable for use
in larger installations. Furthermore, the
DRC12FR is easy to set up and configure
using the Philips Dynalite EnvisionProject
commissioning software.” n
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Ward H3 at the DHZB is the first
installation of its kind within Europe
and the first big HealWell commercial
installation across the Europe, Middle
East and Africa region.

Hearts and minds:
the light touch from Philips
HealWell is a
complete room
system that is
designed around the
needs of patients,
medical staff and
hospital management.

The health-giving properties of natural light have long been recognized. Philips has
delivered its innovative HealWell lighting solution – which emulates the positive effects
of natural light – to one of Europe’s pre-eminent cardiology centers to aid patient
comfort and recovery.
The Deutsches Herzzentrum Berlin
(DHZB) – The German Cardiology Centre
in Berlin – is a specialist center for heart
treatment, which has gained a worldwide
reputation for excellence since it was
opened in 1986. Located in Augustenburger
Platz, the institution was initially established
to increase the capacity for cardiovascular
surgery in Germany, but quickly achieved
international standing as a centre of
excellence for the treatment of cardiac,
thoracic and vascular diseases.
The purpose of the DHZB is the expert
treatment of all heart conditions, the
promotion of public health, and state-ofthe-art research in the fields of adult and
pediatric heart surgery and cardiology. The
foundation has one of the largest organ
transplant programs in Germany, highly
specialized in heart and lung transplants and
features one of the most comprehensive
programs worldwide, for the implantation of
mechanical circulatory support systems.
The DHZB has 164 beds, 50 of which are
reserved for intensive care. A further 150
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beds are available at the Paulinen Hospital, the
associated after-care center for the DHZB.
According to Philips Lighting Key Account
Manager – Healthcare, Juliane Lokat, when
the center decided to renovate its H3
Ward, it also decided to explore innovative
non-medical technologies to complement its
state-of-the-art medical treatment program.
“Until recently, the DHZB’s focus had been
predominantly on medical equipment – such
as MRTs and hybrid operating theaters,” she
says. “However, the center always wants the
best, most innovative technologies available
and as a result it became interested in
Philips’ HealWell lighting solution.”
Enlightening experience
The evidence-based lighting design
developed by Philips, HealWell, is founded
on research that shows clear correlations
between exposing patients to light during
the day and their improved health and sense
of wellbeing. The basic premise of HealWell
is that the more time patients spend in
daylight – or in this case, artificial light that
mimics natural daylight – the better their

levels of comfort, mood and quality of sleep
becomes. In addition to providing a positive
influence on patient’s physical and emotional
wellbeing during their hospital stay, HealWell
also improves staff satisfaction – aiding their
concentration, alertness and performance.
HealWell is a complete room system that
is designed around the needs of patients,
medical staff and hospital management.
The solution features defined pre-sets
and includes dynamic lighting, examination
lighting, ambience LED lighting and dimmable
reading lights, all of which are controlled
either by a touchscreen wall control for
staff or via a bedside control for patients.
HealWell creates a lighting solution that
patients can personalize to create the
right atmosphere and at the same time
provides medical staff with the ideal lighting
conditions for patient care.
“By combining state-of-the-art technology
and scientific insights with Philips’ peoplecentric approach, HealWell can transform
the entire hospital experience,” says Lokat.
“It is a complete lighting concept that

H E A LT H C A R E

“

The DHZB chose the solution from Philips in preference to alternative systems
from other lighting providers due to the research and know-how that has gone
into the development of the HealWell product. The combination of the lighting
algorithms embedded within HealWell and the Dynalite control solution make
this a unique proposition for the healthcare market.

satisfies the visual, emotional and biological
needs of patients and the people who take
care of them.”
Furthermore, HealWell can be adapted to
a patient’s individual needs. Dynamic shades
of warm and cool light support patients’
biorhythms during the day and colored
light and accents further create a calming
atmosphere in the patients’ rooms. The
lighting solution also delivers high light levels
to aid examinations and procedures for staff.
Ethereal ambience
“The DHZB chose the solution from Philips
in preference to alternative systems from
other lighting providers due to the research
and know-how that has gone into the
development of the HealWell product,” says
Lokat. “Other providers can deliver similar
luminaires, but they don’t have the same
level of scientific evidence to compete with
HealWell.The combination of the lighting
algorithms embedded within HealWell and the
Dynalite control solution make this a unique
proposition for the healthcare market.”
Philips used its renowned Dynalite system
to connect and control the system, including
the bedside controls and the specially
requested touchscreens outside of each
patient room. Dynamic lighting was also
provided for all staff rooms in the ward and
the walls of the social areas outside the 13
patient rooms were equipped with Philips’
Luminous Textile.

”

Luminous Textile is a revolutionary new way
to enhance interiors with light, texture and
dynamic content. Integrated multi-colored
LEDs are embedded within Kvadrat textile
panels to give a soft, diffused light.When
combined with the aesthetics of the panel
material itself, this creates lighting effects that
are almost ethereal in their quality.The lighting
content can be fully customizable to create
user-defined lighting moods and with the soft
texture of the panels also serving to dampen
noise and soften echoes.The result is a lighting
solution that delivers both an auditory and
visual sense of calm and relaxation.

“The main benefits in this successfully
delivered project included the total support
by the local and global Philips CSS team, the
preparation of the documentation to meet
German TÜV requirements and the ability
to meet the customization requests from
the client,” says Lokat.

Europe’s first

Annually, the DHZB performs approximately
3,000 operations using the heart-lung
machine and in excess of 2,000 additional
operations on the heart and blood vessels.
These include around 100 heart and/or lung
transplants, plus 500 heart operations on
prematurely born babies, newborns, infants
and children. Further to this, about 2,000
diagnostic and more than 1,500 invasive
procedures are carried out in patients
with congenital and acquired heart disease.
In total, more than 6,000 individuals are
treated as inpatients and 13,000 outpatients
come to the DHZB for treatment each year.

Philips’ first meeting with the DHZB
occurred in December 2011 to discuss the
option of using HealWell within the center.
Henriette Weiss and Ton Akkerman from
LiAS then developed the lighting design, in
conjunction with controls planned by
Tobias Grap from the Philips Lighting
Hamburg office.
The DHZB placed the order in February
2012 and installation followed, overseen
by Philips Lighting Project Manager, Armin
Mross and Philips Lighting Key Account
Management, Juliane Lokat. Upon installation
completion, Peter Wouters from Philips
Dynalite commissioned the system during
July and training was then provided to the
DHZB staff in August. The ward opened for
business in early September 2012.

Ward H3 at the DHZB is the first
installation of its kind within Europe and the
first big HealWell commercial installation
across the Europe, Middle East and Africa
region. The initial impact on both patients
and staff alike has been very positive.
Bright outlook

“It is very important to us that our patients
feel well – physically, but also emotionally,”
says DHZB Chairman, Prof. Dr. med. Dr.
h.c.mult. Roland Hetzer. “The holistic
HealWell lighting concept enables a positive
environment for it.”

The DHZB is internationally recognized as a
high-performance hospital for the treatment
of cardiovascular and thoracic diseases and
with the HealWell solution in place, Philips is
helping to strengthen this enviable position
within the healthcare market. Discussions
are already underway for Philips to deliver a
similar HealWell solution for the next ward
to be renovated at the DHZB.

Luminous Textile is a
revolutionary new way
to enhance interiors
with light, texture and
dynamic content through
the use of integrated
multi-colored LEDs
embedded within Kvadrat
textile panels.

HealWell itself represents a bold new step
for Philips within the realms of healthcare
lighting and one that is currently unmatched
in the marketplace. “It’s more than just a
product bundling of various luminaires, as is
the case with many other providers in the
marketplace,” says Lokat. “HealWell is an
intelligent concept – based on Philips in-depth
lighting and healthcare research knowledge,
which helps patients to fall asleep faster, sleep
longer and increase the overall satisfaction of
both patients and staff.” n
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Unsurpassed controls for
an iconic Hotel
When Park Hyatt Sydney decided to extensively renovate its landmark hotel on
Sydney’s waterfront, it wanted a lighting solution that would complement this
breathtaking location, as well as its new architecture and interior design. A highly
specific lighting design created by internationally renowned lighting designer
David Singer, has been brought to life by a Philips Dynalite control system and
as a result, the hotel has achieved a dramatic transformation.
It is a constant challenge for luxury
hotels to retain a feeling of market
leadership designed to optimize the
customer experience and exceed their
expectations. For the Park Hyatt Sydney
hotel, its very location on the waterfront in
Sydney Harbor represents both its biggest
strength and its greatest challenge.
With views across Sydney Cove taking in
both the Sydney Opera House and the
Sydney Harbour Bridge, the Park Hyatt
Sydney boasts one of the best city views in
the world, featuring two of Australia’s most
recognized iconic landmarks. Guests are
sure to be left breathless by the hotel’s very
position and outlook. The challenge is to
complement this panorama with an equally
unforgettable interior experience.
First opened in 1990, the Park Hyatt Sydney
has recently reopened, following the largest
and most comprehensive renovation in its
22-year history. Every aspect of the hotel
has been dramatically transformed – from
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the private guest rooms to the public
communal areas – to enhance the guest
experience and set a new benchmark in
modern luxury for the hospitality industry.
Architecturally designed guestrooms feature
floor-to-ceiling glass façades that open onto
private balconies, which allow guests to
absorb the beauty and vibrancy of Sydney’s
bustling harbor front.
Renowned Australian artists have been
commissioned to create unique artwork
throughout the hotel – including sculptures,
painting and photographs.The restaurant
and bar, private dining rooms, day spa
and recreational facilities have all been
meticulously redesigned to maximize guest
enjoyment in one of Australia’s premier hotels.
Dynalite delivers
According to Park Hyatt Sydney Director
of Engineering, Steve Eames, the Park Hyatt
Sydney’s redesign was aimed at bringing
a new level of contemporary hospitality

luxury to the edge of Sydney Harbour.
A lighting control solution from Philips
Dynalite was chosen for the company’s
proven capabilities, professionalism,
credibility, sustainable options and value for
money. “The lighting design had to blend
seamlessly with the new redesign concept
of the hotel,” he says. “We wanted the
custom lighting and warm, neutral hues
that adorn the hotel’s furnishings and décor
to complement its newfound residential
indoor-outdoor living experience.”
Philips Sales Engineer, Reece Davis further
explains the long-standing relationship
between Park Hyatt and Philips. “There was
a Philips Dynalite solution on site prior to
the renovation and Philips has built up a
good relationship and exemplary record
with the hotel over the years,” he says.
“Moreover, we have an excellent working
relationship with David Singer from Bar
Lighting Studios – the lighting designer for
the project. David is very familiar with our
equipment and was confident that we could

achieve a number of outcomes that other
lighting control solutions providers could
not. This has been proven on many projects
around the globe.”
These outcomes also include seamless
integration to third-party systems within
the hotel-such as the fire control system,
motorized blinds and the AMX AV
equipment. It was also important to achieve
an intuitive ease-of-control of the hotel’s
lighting solutions with an ability to easily
change lighting scenes. Part of this entailed
the requirement for a solution that could be
controlled through an iPad.
Custom-made control
Philips provided lighting controls for the
back-of-house and common guest areas of
the hotel, including the main foyer, ballroom,
restaurant, the pool area, lift lobbies and
gym. The original design was submitted in
late 2010, with design revisions occurring
between February and October 2011.
Following this, Philips Dynalite delivered

H O S P I TA L I T Y

One of the principal design aspects for the lighting
control was to be able to maintain a consistency of light
level from outside to inside.

“One of the principal design aspects for the
lighting control was to be able to maintain
a consistency of light level from outside to
inside,” Davis explains. “This design is almost
counter-intuitive, but David Singer spent a
great deal of effort adjusting the scenes until
he was happy. The result is that the hotel’s
lighting emulates natural light levels, such that
at times of the day when there is less light
outside, the hotel’s lighting system is set to
deliver a warmer, cosier lighting ambience.”
Emulating the environment
a confirming solution to the installer,
Downer Engineering, in December 2011
and all installation and commissioning was
completed by February 2012.
“Jing Huang was the commissioning agent
from Philips Dynalite,” says Davis. “While the
project entailed a great deal of dedicated
work by a number of people, Jing deserves
a special mention for his tireless efforts to
meet both the Dynalite and contractors
needs during the commissioning phase.”
The lighting control solution included the
use of a combination of DDRC1220FR
relay controllers, DLE1210-RCBO and
DLE1205-RCBO leading edge dimmers and
DBC1210-RCBO ballast controllers from
Philips Dynalite. Together, these enable the
custom-made luminaires-from Bar Studiosto be fully controlled. The luminaires include
leading edge halogen globes and wallmounted dimmers. The ability to dim the
lighting throughout most of the hotel areas
was an important design consideration for
the project.

Different lighting preset scenes have been
programmed for Sunrise, Daytime, Early
Afternoon, Late Afternoon, Sunset, Early
Evening and Mid Evening for the main
foyer, restaurant and function areas. These
lighting presets mimic natural light levels at
different times of the day, allowing the hotel
to feel more attuned to its surroundings.
Furthermore, it enables the building’s
occupants to feel more relaxed and in
closer harmony with their natural circadian
rhythms throughout the passage of day.
“To facilitate the seamless transition of these
lighting scenes, a Philips Dynalite DDTC001
timeclock automatically changes from one
preset to the next at pre-defined times,” says
Davis. “The timeclock allows the exact times
of these transition phases to vary throughout
the year as sunrise and sunset times change
from one season to the next. Approximately
90 per cent of the lighting control in the
public areas of the hotel is achieved through
these timer-based functions.”
Where manual control of the systems is
required, Philips Dynalite DPN Series user

interfaces have been used. One Philips
Dynalite DTP170 touchscreen has also
been provided in the engineering office as a
redundant universal control.
The Philips Dynalite lighting control system
comprises a total of 396 channels for
switching and dimming. These are connected
via 13 interlinked networks using Philips
Dynalite’s sophisticated peer-to-peer
communications serial bus network, DyNet,
on a trunk-and-spur topology. Integration
to the various third-party systems was
achieved through Philips Dynalite DTK622RS232 Nodes.

the North Sydney shoreline, the Opera
House and Circular Quay.”
The upgrades have been popular with
hotel guests and staff alike. “Park Hyatt
Sydney is pleased with the lighting system
and installation that has been done,” says
Eames. “All lighting is performing perfectly
as designed. With a coveted harbor-front
location between the Sydney Opera House
and Sydney Harbour Bridge, the refurbished
Park Hyatt Sydney now offers guests
an intimate, residential-style hotel with
architecture, design and art that reflects the
Australian landscape.” n

Meeting the vision
One of the main challenges experienced on
the project was to achieve the very specific
architectural look and feel that Park Hyatt
try to adhere to across all their hotels.
“The lighting and lighting design control was
very much based around accomplishing this
look,” says Davis. “We worked extensively
with David Singer to ensure our solutions
met his vision.”

The lighting control solution included the use of a combination
of DDRC1220FR relay controllers, DLE1210-RCBO and
DLE1205-RCBO leading edge dimmers and DBC1210-RCBO
ballast controllers from Philips Dynalite.

The care and precision with which this
process was carried out undoubtedly
contributed to the successful project
outcome. “We have achieved some great
lighting control results for the hotel and
it has been extremely rewarding to have
been involved in such a high profile project,”
says Davis. “The location is stunning and
the lighting effects truly complement the
hotel’s surroundings. My favorite area is the
presidential suite, from which there is an
amazing 270-degree view that encompasses
the Dawes Point Park, the Harbour Bridge,
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Light in action

Illuminating URC’s
understated elegance

“

New hotel chain, Urban Resorts Concepts (URC), has built its first hotel in
Shanghai and is currently completing its second in Wuhan. To achieve its guest
experience goal of understated elegance whilst maximizing lighting energy
savings, URC turned to Philips for state-of-the-art lighting control solutions.

The second URC hotel, the
PuYu Hotel and Spa in Wuhan, is
located in the heart of Wuhan’s
Wuchang commercial district and
within easy reach of East Lake
and the city’s attractions.
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Urban Resorts Concepts (URC) is a
new chain of hotels, being established
in China. It is a bespoke hotel brand, which
aims to replace the generic service and
experience commonly found in luxury hotel
chains, with a more contemporary feel of
understated luxury and elegance. It blends
the properties of a contemporary urban
space with state-of-the-art amenities and the
soothing subtleties of a resort environment,
to deliver a truly unique guest experience
and reinforce its brand strategy.

URC wanted elegance, but also energy savings from the
installation. We used the daylight sensors to change
the lighting intensity automatically, depending on the
brightness of the natural light. The timeclock was used
to change the light levels in the restaurant, lift lobby
and guest corridors.

”

rooms and suites, which combine subtle
references from Wuhan’s history with all
the convenience and luxury that modern
technology can offer. The PuYu Hotel has
a choice of three specialty restaurants and
boasts a comprehensive spa to set new
standards for Wuhan and the region.
Shanghai solution

The first URC hotel is the PuLi Hotel and
Spa in Shanghai, which has been able to
balance the immediacy and convenience
of being located in Shanghai’s most
central location with the quiet, emotional
indulgences of a peaceful, luxurious resort.

According to Philips Business Development
Manager for Indoor Networked Controls,
Tang Bo, URC selected Philips Dynalite to
provide the lighting controls for their first
venture-the PuLi Hotel and Spa in Shanghaidue to the company’s outstanding reputation
in the hospitality industry in China. “Philips
Dynalite has been involved in the provision
of lighting controls for around 2,500 hotels
in China, which equates to about 70 per
cent of the market share,” he says. “We have
received extremely good feedback on our
delivery of these projects, especially for our
support of a broad spectrum of luminaire
types, LED dimming and our peerless
localized service and support.”

Drawing on the success of this venture,
URC immediately began work on the
second hotel in its planned chain, the PuYu
Hotel and Spa in Wuhan. Located in the
heart of Wuhan’s Wuchang commercial
district and within easy reach of East Lake
and the city’s attractions, the PuYu Hotel
and Spa offers 332 elegantly designed guest

For the PuLi Hotel and Spa, URC wanted
to achieve a balance between luxury
lighting and a cost-effective control
solution that would help the hotel meet
its energy efficiency targets. The lighting
design needed to meet a range of local and
international standards including: China
Lighting and Electrical Technical Standards;

Intelligent Building Design Standards;
Electrical Installations for Construction and
Acceptance Criteria; European Electrotechnical Standards; and the Electrical
Installation of Buildings Standard.
The Philips Dynalite solution comprised
lighting and lighting control for the board
of directors’ offices and all public guest
areas in the hotel. These include the lift
lobbies, lobby retail areas, landscaped areas,
restrooms, restaurants, reception and
lobby areas, the business center, meeting
rooms, ballroom, conference rooms, spa and
recreational areas, the bar and guest-room
corridors. “To achieve this, Philips Dynalite
used a range of controllers, user interfaces
and timeclock functions on a single lighting
control network,” says Bo. “We also installed
our user- software package – MapView – to
enable the hotel to monitor and manage
the performance of the completed lighting
installation.”
Wow factor in Wuhan
Following on from the success of the
lighting solution provided for the PuLi
Hotel and Spa, URC asked Philips Dynalite
to provide lighting controls for its second
hotel-the PuYu Hotel and Spa in Wuhan.
“URC have been impressed with our
comprehensive range of controllers and
the flexibility we are able to demonstrate
with regard to the lighting configuration,”
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The main lighting design focus for the PuYu
incorporated the creation of preset lighting scenarios
through the use of dimmable luminaires, the inclusion
of timeclock functionality and operational strategies
to save energy.

“One challenge we faced was the installation
limitations caused by the switchgear already
being in-situ, which didn’t leave enough space
for large control panels,” says Bo. “Ironically,
this became one of the strengths of the
Philips solution, as our choice of compact
Philips Dynalite wall- and Dinrail-mount
controllers meant that the controllers could
be co-located with the switchgear.”

says Bo. “It has also helped that the Philips
lighting dealer involved in the project has
a good relationship with the property
developer, Wuhan Hong Kong Real Estate
Development Company, who regards Philips
as lighting experts.”
The lighting design for the PuYu commenced
in October 2011 and the order was placed
in January 2012. Following complete
commissioning of the system, the hotel
opens for business in October 2012.
Central-South Architectural Design Institute,
from China, delivered the architectural
design for the project. To complement this,
the LAYAN Design Group from Australia
was responsible for the interior design and
Australian company, The Flaming Beacon,
provided the lighting design.
Philips is involved in the lighting controls
for all front-of-house areas of the 26-storey
building. This includes all reception, guest
lounge, restaurants, bars, meeting rooms and

spa from the basement level through to the
fifth floor and all corridors for the guest
room floors, from the sixth to the twentyfifth floor. “The main lighting design focus
for the PuYu incorporated the creation
of preset lighting scenarios through the
use of dimmable luminaires, the inclusion
of timeclock functionality and operational
strategies to save energy,” Bo explains. “This
is a hotel group whose main differentiator
is understated luxury and it was crucial that
the lighting design reflected this.”
Dynalite distinction
Interestingly, the PuYu project was first
discussed with Philips Lighting, which
promoted its total solutions, leading to the
inclusion of Philips Dynalite controls being
stipulated for the project. LED luminaires
were used extensively throughout the hotel.
A blend of dimming and switching control
was achieved through a combination of
Philips Dynalite ballast, leading-edge, relay
and multipurpose controllers.

Another challenge involved the choice of
large capacity dimming controllers for the
high power lighting loads. Philips was one
of the few lighting control suppliers able
to supply a solution capable of handling a
circuit up to 20A capacity. Wall-mounted
DLE120-S and DLE220-S controllers were
installed for 20A large loads and Dinrailmounted DDLE802controllers were
provided for 2A small loads.
Philips Dynalite DLPE pushbutton user
interfaces were used throughout the public
areas. Philips Dynalite’s sophisticated peerto-peer serial bus network, DyNet, was
used to connect seven sub-branch networks
into a main trunk, with DDNI485s used
to electrically isolate each spur, thereby
ensuring that if a fault occurs in one section
of the building, it will be contained and not
affect the rest of the hotel.
Second success
Daylight sensors were installed in the
lobby area and a DDTC001 timeclock was
also included in the solution. “Achieving

energy saving was as important to URC
as developing an elegant ambience,” Bo
explains. “We used the daylight sensors to
change the lighting intensity automatically,
depending on the brightness of the natural
light. The timeclock was used to change the
light levels in the restaurant, lift lobby and
guest corridors at certain preset times.”
With the project now in its final stages
of completion, the property developer,
Wuhan Hong King Real Estate Development
Company, is extremely satisfied with the
result. The solution provided by Philips
more than meets the lighting design brief
and the professionalism with which Philips
has coordinated all resources between the
lighting designer, The Flaming Beacon and
the electrical contractor, Beijing Zhonghang
Electricity System Engineering, has helped
ensure full compatibility between the
luminaires and the controllers.
“We are hoping that given the good results
we have achieved in the PuLi and PuYu,
Philips will be given the opportunity for
further involvement in URC’s new hotel
projects,” says Bo. “Now that we have just
released the new Philips Dynalite Guest
Room Management System – dedicated for
hotel room applications – Philips is ideallyplaced to deliver cutting-edge and costefficient lighting control solutions to URC
to support its future endeavors.” n
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Light in action

Creating crystal moments
in Prague – deliver luxury
and energy savings
A renovation of the ground floor of the Prague Marriott Hotel provided Philips
with the opportunity to deliver a state-of-the-art dimmable LED lighting solution
that enhances the luxurious ambience of this hotel in the historic quarter of the
city and provide significant energy savings.

It can often present a challenge to
renovate old buildings in historic
areas of a town or city in such a way
that enhances their heritage appeal while
maximizing the potential that modern
technology can offer. This was exactly the
situation faced by the Marriott chain when it
decided to renovate the ground floor areas
of its five-star hotel in Prague.
Located in the heart of the city, the Prague
Marriott is just steps away from the historic
Old Town Square and evokes an almost
timeless air of classic European charm.
Renowned for its first-class conference
venues and elegant accommodation, the
hotel offers 293 guest rooms and 35 suites.
It also features a World Class Health
Academy, comprising a swimming pool,
sauna, whirlpool and well-equipped gym. The
hotel’s popular Midtown Grill restaurant
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offers a choice of international and local
cuisine and its chic Espressamente Illy
coffee shop offers 20 varieties of authentic
Italian coffee.
The Prague Marriott engaged Gary Clark
from RDD Interior Architectural Design
as its principle designer for the renovation
and the hotel General Manager, Rick
Enders, selected Philips Lighting to design
the lighting for the project. Philips LiAS
Manager, Jakub Wittlich, worked closely with
Clark to select the luminaires to achieve a
cutting-edge lighting solution that would be
in keeping with the historic legacy of the
building. Wittlich also liaised extensively with
Philips Architect – Account Manager and
LED Champion, Filip Müller, who took on an
overall project management role, as well as
supervising the lighting control aspects of
the project.

Philips’ brief for the lighting design was
to use LED lighting only to deliver a
luxury and energy-saving solution that
‘creates crystal moments’.

Flicker-free challenge
According to Müller, this renovation project
included the newly reconstructed restaurant,
lobby bar and reception areas of the ground
floor. “As these are the first areas of the
inside of the hotel that guests see when they
arrive, we were set the challenge to work
with the designer to create an immediate
exceptional experience,” he says. “’Creating
crystal moments’ with the lighting design
was our brief, using LED lighting to deliver a
luxury and energy-saving solution.”
The forward-thinking Marriott management
understands that LED lighting offers cuttingedge technology that will continue to offer
outstanding energy savings for many years
into the future. Minimizing the requirement
for ongoing maintenance was also a significant
consideration in the choice of LEDs, as the
hotel Technical Director, Torsten Heyroth,

is aware that the legacy halogen luminaires
need replacing far more frequently than their
modern LED counterparts.
One of the main challenges was to
achieve a warm light from the LEDs to
complement the old-European charm of
the hotel and to devise a control solution
to deliver flicker-free dimming capabilities.
“The dimming of LED bulbs can cause
flicker if the bulbs and controllers are not
chosen properly,” says Müller. “It can also
result from mains instability – both from the
specifics of the country’s mains power grid
and also due to other electrical devices used
in the building itself. A Philips system was
chosen for this project due to the proven
compatibility between its LED lamps, bulbs,
luminaires and controllers and because of
the company’s ground-breaking development
in control solutions, to overcome mains
instability issues.”

The Philips solution also helped to solve
another major challenge on the project.
“As an historic building, there were many
restrictions in place on how the existing
building structure could be modified to
accommodate the new lighting hardware,”
says Müller. “With constraints on where
the walls could be drilled – and with ceiling
voids as small as 10cm in places – the
project called for extremely small, flat,
lighting controllers. Here, the Philips Dynalite
DDMC802-GL Multipurpose Controller was
able to deliver more independent dimmable
circuits than the old dimmers, with seven
times lower power consumption and taking
up a quarter of the space.”
The DDMC802-GL can be customized
with a number of different control cards to
achieve a range of lighting results. For this
project, the DGLEDM401 card was used as
this proved adept at overcoming the mainsinstability LED flicker problem. In total, four
controllers were used to manage the new
lighting in the ground floor areas.
Achieving the ambience

The project called
for extremely small,
flat lighting control
technology to fit into the
building and the Philips
Dynalite DDMC802-GL
Multipurpose Controller
was able to deliver the
required levels of control
while fitting into the
minimal space available.

Space constraints
The local Philips team worked in close
harmony with Philips Dynalite in Sydney to
develop a solution to combat the harmonic
distortions prevalent in the mains power in
the Czech Republic.
This involved the replacement of the legacy
leading-edge dimming technology – used
to control the magnetic transformers of
the existing halogen lighting – with specially
designed trailing-edge controllers for the
new LED luminaires.

General lighting was achieved through the
use of 300 Philips Zadora LEDs with Master
LEDspotMV Lamps/bulbs, rated at 7W,
to replace the existing 50W MV halogen
reflector lamps. Specialized cove lighting was
provided by Philips ColorKinetics eW Cove
QLX luminaires, with Philips TurnRound
Grid luminaires used in the lobby area and
Philips StyliD used in the hotel entrance. The
old downlight luminaires, designed for 100W
GLS bulbs were retained, although the bulbs
themselves were replaced by 30 Master
LED spot luminaires, rated at 12-75W. All
luminaires are capable of being fully dimmed

from zero to 100 percent and a warm
2700K white light was chosen for all LEDs
to achieve an inviting ambience.
“In the lobby bar, Philips ColorKinetics RGB
LED lighting has been installed to deliver
a more vibrant atmosphere,” Müller adds.
“Control of this lighting is achieved through a
DMX interface to the Philips Dynalite control
system, with a Philips Dynalite DTP170
touchscreen providing the user interface.”
Additional DTP170 touchscreens have also
been installed to allow the hotel staff to
select the various preset lighting moods for
the restaurant and reception areas and to
give managers the ability to adjust settings
if required. The restaurant boasts different
preset lighting moods for breakfast, lunch
and dinner each day and the lobby bar and
reception areas have distinctive settings for
night and day.
The design phase of the project commenced
in May 2010, with installation completed
in good time for the hotel’s reopening in
September 2010. The lighting control system
was programmed and commissioned using
Philips Dynalite’s commissioning software,
EnvisionProject, which runs on the technical
director’s computer to facilitate access to
the system as required. The finished effect
of the lighting upgrades has been very well
received by both hotel staff and guests alike.

“The whole process went very smoothly
and by working closely together with
the Philips team we achieved the desired
results. It was worthwhile making the
investment since now the whole ground
floor is on LED lighting, which reduces our
energy consumption and carbon footprint
tremendously. It also gives us the ability to
change the lighting moods for the different
meal periods.”
The LEDs are also expected to save more
than 50 percent of the energy used by the
legacy lighting in this area. Furthermore, they
will minimize maintenance requirements
moving forward. The reductions in energy
usage and maintenance are expected to
result in payback within 12 months. With
Marriott Prague planning to continue with
renovations over the coming years and given
the good results of this initial project, there
is a strong potential that Philips solutions
will feature in the future upgrades.
Müller believes this to have been a landmark
project for Philips. “This was one of the
first projects in the Czech Republic to use
Philips Dynalite controls,” he says. “We have
achieved an extremely relaxing ambience
throughout the hotel’s ground floor, with
a very good quality of light. We have
succeeded in ‘creating the crystal moments’
called for by the design brief.” n

Energy efficiency
“Marriott International has a very strong
partnership with Philips and when we
decided to refurbish the ground floor of
the Prague Marriott Hotel it was clear
to us that for lighting we would involve
the specialists from Philips,” says Enders.
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A warm 2700K white light was selected for all new LEDs
to achieve the desired ambience and all luminaires are
capable of being fully dimmed from zero to 100 per cent.

Light in action

DALI delivers 70%
energy savings: way of the
future for warehouses
Philips has worked with Schneider to deliver a state-of-the-art DALI lighting
and lighting control solution for a warehouse in Rio de Janeiro. The new
lighting system provides better light quality, a more responsive solution and
considerable energy savings.

While intelligent lighting control
solutions are increasingly being
stipulated for an ever-wider selection of
applications – from smart homes to office,
hotel and retail environments – their use
in industry is still limited. However, with
the cost of the technology falling, intelligent
lighting controls are progressively becoming
a more cost-competitive option for this
segment, especially when the energy savings
that can be enjoyed through the installation
of these systems is taken into consideration.

Schneider invited Philips to the warehouse
to assess the scope of the lighting
requirements. “Immediately, we realized
that there was additional scope to replace
the existing 400W sodium luminaires,”
Battistini explains. “This legacy lighting gave
a very yellow light, which allowed no color
rendering. It was impossible to tell one
color from another under this quality of
light, which made for difficult and unpleasant
operating conditions for the staff who
worked there.”

According to Philips Marketing and Products
Coordinator – Controls, Systems and Services
in South America, Adalberto Battistini, – when
Schneider became involved in a project
to provide a new controls system for a
GlaxoSmithKline warehouse in Rio de Janeiro
in Brazil, the company realized the potential
for intelligent lighting controls to add value
to the project. “Schneider representatives
were present at a Philips lecture on lighting
controls,” he says. “They realized that the
Philips Dynalite control system could offer a
straightforward and effective lighting control
solution for the project.”

Pioneering venture

“
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Following the site visit, Philips proposed
an upgrade, comprising a change of
the luminaires for white light, plus the
installation of an intelligent control system
to better manage the usage of the lighting
within the warehouse. The inefficient
existing sodium lamps were exchanged for
97 TL5 dimmable fluorescent luminaires,
each comprising of four lamps.
“The difference in this change alone was
staggering,” says Battistini. “The TL5s
deliver the same amount of light, but the

We have tried to assemble a perfect concept to
meet the customer’s needs, incorporating the
lighting management from Dynalite with the energy
management system from Schneider. The final
solution allows the customer to see all the energy
savings they are achieving.

”
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light quality is greatly enhanced as it is
much whiter in color which gives a much
brighter overall environment. As the new
luminaires comprise four 50W lamps for a
total of 200w per luminiaire, compared with
the 400W sodium bulbs, we had already
achieved a substantial energy saving before
we even embarked on the control solution.”
The use of TL5 lamps for warehouse
applications is a pioneering venture
for Philips in Brazil. Most other lighting
companies are currently offering much
less efficient alternatives – such as metal
halide and HID lamps. One of the key
differentiators between the HID and TL5
option is that HID lamps take 20 minutes
to reach full light output, whereas TL5
luminaires achieve maximum lighting design
levels virtually instantaneously.

use of several Philips Dynalite DDBC300DALI ballast controllers and 34 Philips
Dynalite DUS704W wall-mounted sensors.
These sensors were used to give presence
detection in each of the warehouse aisles,
ensuring that the system would be able to
recognize when people are present in the
warehouse and where they are, and when
no occupancy is detected then no energy is
used as the lighting is switched off.
“Each aisle is only illuminated when people
are working there,” Battistini explains. “When
no presence has been detected for a preset
period of 2 minutes, the lights automatically
dim down to 50 per cent of their maximum
brightness, then after 5 minutes dim down to
20 per cent and then turn off completely if
no movement is detected.”

“Philips has won several warehouse lighting
projects solely based on the strengths of
the TL5 lamp,” says Battistini. “Naturally,
this choice of luminaire facilitates more
sophisticated lighting control strategies,
such as presence sensing and dimming, to
gain an even better return on investment by
providing substantial energy savings to the
end-user.”

No user interfaces – such as keypads or
touchscreens – have been provided as part
of the solution, as the system is set up to
operate automatically through the presence
sensors and a timeclock for scheduling.
Philips Dynalite’s sophisticated peer-to-peer
communications serial bus network, DyNet,
was used to interlink the controllers and
sensors into a single, intelligent network.

Comfort and safety

Information access

It was decided to utilize a Digital
Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI)
platform for the control of the luminaires, as
this allows the performance of the lighting
system to be monitored and also facilitates
future system reconfiguration requirements.
The architecture for this incorporated the

Philips’ accomplished commissioning tool,
EnvisionProject, was used to program and
commission the system. The company’s
MapView software was used in conjunction
with the Schneider demand control
monitoring system – connected via a Philips
Dynalite DMMG100BT Ethernet gateway

– to measure actual energy consumption.
While not considered a full integration,
this configuration allows energy data to
be shared from the Dynalite system to the
Schneider system.
“We have loaded the MapView software
onto the same computer as the Schneider
demand control software,” says Battistini.
“This means that the customer has access
to all pertinent information in the same
monitor, from the warehousing operations
to the status on the lighting system, including
failure warnings and energy use for the
entire installation.”
This is a landmark project for Philips,
as it marks the first time that a Philips
Dynalite control system has been used for
a warehouse application in Brazil and also
one of the first times TL5 luminaires have
been used in conjunction with an intelligent
lighting control, in a warehouse environment.
As Battistini explains, the project
presented more of an opportunity for
Philips than a challenge. “We have tried to
assemble a perfect concept to meet the
customer’s needs, incorporating the
lighting management from Dynalite with the
energy management system from Schneider,”
he says. “The final solution allows the
customer to see all the energy savings they
are achieving.”

Win win win
The combination of the TL5 luminaires with
a lighting control system that automatically
dims the lighting when not required has had
a huge impact on the energy usage of the
warehouse. “Early estimates indicate that
we are saving as much as 70 per cent of
the energy formally used by the old lighting
systems in this warehouse,” Battistini says.
The project began in early 2011 when
Schneider first contacted Philips to
provide design input on the proposed
lighting upgrades for the GlaxoSmithKline
warehouse. Project completion was achieved
in March 2012. Importantly, GlaxoSmithKline
– the customer – is extremely happy with
the results of the new lighting and lighting
control system, as is Schneider, which will be
responsible for the ongoing maintenance of
the system.
“The project has proved a huge success
for all parties involved,” says Battistini.
“GlaxoSmithKline will enjoy considerable
energy savings into the future. Schneider has
an overall control solution for the warehouse
that includes state-of-the-art lighting control
and monitoring functionality. And Philips
has demonstrated the value that its lighting
control solutions can add to warehouse
and industrial applications. As a result of this
project, Philips has already received enquiries
from other companies in Rio that are
interested in achieving similar results.” n
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Balancing intelligent controls:
a custom solution for UBS
When the UBS bank wanted a lighting solution
to meet the LEED requirements of just 9w per
square meter of office space in its new head office
building in São Paulo, it turned to Philips Lighting.
Philips devised an innovative solution comprising
two technologies, standalone and intelligent
networked controls, in order to meet the bank’s
specific budgetary and functionality needs.

“

Our foremost challenge on this project
was to devise a solution that met both
the client’s functional and budgetary
requirements. Initially, we proposed a
Dynalite networked solution throughout,
but this proved to be outside the budget
available for the lighting systems. Once
we decided to use a combination of
intelligent and basic controls, our main
challenge was to define where we should
be using each type of control.

”
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to provide building owners and operators
with a concise framework for identifying
and implementing practical and measurable
green building design, construction,
operational and maintenance solutions.

UBS is one of the world’s premier
advisory and securities businesses,
offering a range of services that include
investment banking, equities, fixed income
and foreign exchange. In total, the bank
employs more than 15,000 people in over 35
countries and Brazil is one of the countries
where the bank has a growing presence.
In early 2011, UBS took occupancy of new
premises for its Brazilian head office. This
comprised three floors of approximately
1,000 square meters each in a brand new
multi-occupancy building in the heart of
São Paulo. There are a number of other
banks in the same building, which are LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) certified. Developed by the US
Green Building Council, LEED is intended

An important aspect of LEED is to develop
strategies to reduce the energy used to
heat, cool and light a building. Here, control
solutions can play a crucial role in ensuring
that lighting contributes to the overall
energy efficiency of the building operations.
With a goal of reducing lighting energy
usage to just 9W per square meter, it was
necessary for UBS to choose a lighting
control system that would meet these
targets. Furthermore, UBS wanted a costefficient solution.
Split system
According to Philips Marketing and Products
Coordinator – Controls, Systems and
Services, in South America, Adalberto
Battistini, UBS chose Philips to provide the
lighting system for its new offices due to
the company’s reputation and expertise in
developing solutions specific to the exact
requirements of the end-user. “Philips was
the only lighting solutions provider able to
offer a comprehensive product range that
includes energy-efficient luminaires and
energy-saving controls solutions,” he says.

UBS engaged Athié Wohnrath, one of the
biggest architectural companies in Brazil and
began work on the conceptual design of the
three office floors in early 2011. The detailed
lighting design commenced in July 2011 and
Athié Wohnrath hired lighting designer, Soco,
to develop a lighting solution to complement
its overall design ethos for the offices. Athié
Wohnrath also hired electrical contractor,
Luche, to install the lighting system.
The Philips lighting solution comprises a
combination of a Philips Dynalite intelligent
networked system for certain areas of the
offices and Philips basic standalone controls
for the remaining areas. “The networked
solution was provided for the executive
offices for the managers, directors and
presidents of the bank,” Battistini explains.
“The standalone solutions – which work
independently of the Dynalite networked
system – were utilized as a more cost-efficient
option for the general staff environments, the
restrooms and the corridors.”
Executive experience
The controllers and sensors of the Dynalite
networked Digital Addressable Lighting
Interface (DALI) solution is linked via
Philips Dynalite’s sophisticated peer-to-peer
communications serial bus network, DyNet,
creating a single network for the lighting
controls in the executive areas. Control was
achieved using Philips Dynalite’s standard
DALI controllers, the DDBC 300-DALI, plus
additional Philips Dynalite DRC810 relay
controllers and Philips Dynalite DUS804CDALI sensors.
“A DALI solution was selected for these
areas due to the unparalleled degree of
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control and configuration that it allows,”
says Battistini. “As each luminaire on the
system has its own digital address, it is
possible to group luminaires easily during
the programming and commissioning
phases to achieve an array of sophisticated
lighting effects.”
Daylight harvesting plays a big role in these
executive suites. The DUS804C-DALI
sensors detect incoming natural light levels
and adjust the artificial lighting to maintain
consistent light levels throughout these
areas. Moreover, when the DUS804C-DALI
sensors detect that areas are unoccupied,
the lighting is turned off completely, thereby
saving unnecessary energy usage.
Philips Dynalite DR2P wall panels –
made from stainless steel, for a clean
contemporary feel – enable users to

override the daylight harvesting automation
if required and select their own lighting
scenes. Four preset lighting scenes have
been programmed for all the networkcontrolled areas. Top-of-the-range European
dimmable LED luminaires were selected for
these areas, due to their stylish appearance,
the quality of the light they emit and their
ability to integrate seamlessly with the
daylight harvesting solution.
Standalone solution
The standalone controls for the general staff
offices, restrooms and corridors comprise
a combination of switching and dimming,
depending on the area. Where natural light
is available, Philips’ Actilume ‘in-luminaire’
solution has been chosen for its ability to
accomplish a daylight harvesting strategy.
As with the networked control solutions,

sensors built into each luminaire are used in
conjunction with dimming driver technology
– in this case, either four 14W or two 28W
fluorescent lamps. The Actilume solution
enables artificial light levels in these areas to
be balanced with the natural incoming light
levels, in order to achieve consistent light
levels regardless of how bright the day is.
“For the internal areas – such as corridors
and restrooms – where there is no natural
light, Philips’ OccuSwitch was selected to
provide the area or room-based control
solution,” says Battistini. “Here, presence
sensors detect when nobody is in these
areas and after a suitable time delay switch
the luminaires off. Simple on/off LED
luminaires were chosen to complete these
switching applications.”
Philips Dynalite’s accomplished
EnvisionProject commissioning software
was used for the programming and
commissioning of the networked solutions.
No supervisory software was requested
by the client to manage and monitor the
installed system, as once set-up, the system
operates seamlessly via its distributed
intelligence architecture built into all
controllers, sensors and user interfaces.
Equally, the networked lighting control
solution was not integrated with any other
systems within the building – such as the
Building management system – as it was not
considered necessary by UBS.

proposed a Dynalite networked solution
throughout, but this proved to be outside
the budget available for the lighting systems.
Once we decided to use a combination of
networked and standalone controls, our
main challenge was to define where we
should be using each type of controller.”
The UBS bank project in São Paulo is
something of a milestone project for
Philips, due to the unusual approach of
combining two distinct technologies within
the same project. UBS are extremely
happy with the result, as all its specific
requirements have been met by the final
solution delivered by Philips.
“Perhaps the most important message we
can learn from this project is that while
we have a choice in our product portfolio
between intelligent and basic solutions, we
do not necessarily have to choose between
the two,” says Battistini. “UBS provides a
clear example of how Philips can use two
different technologies within the same
project to deliver a sophisticated result that
meets the client’s specific requirements for
budget, form and functionality.” n

Budget, form and functionality
“Our foremost challenge on this project
was to devise a solution that meets both
the client’s functional and budgetary
requirements,” says Battistini. “Initially, we
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Sky’s the limit for
energy savings
Manchester Airport Group has used a total solution
from Philips to deliver a state-of-the-art LED lighting
system for its head office. The combination of Philips
luminaires and the Dynalite control system, deliver
unprecedented energy efficiency, with savings of over
40% and ease-of-use controllability.
When Manchester Airport Group
(MAG) decided to carry out a major
refurbishment in five of the seven floors
of its head office, Olympic House, situated
at Manchester Airport, environmental
performance of the finished building was
high on the company’s agenda of goals. MAG
was looking to achieve a BREEAM (Building
Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method) excellence rating and
wanted a lighting control solution for the
building that would facilitate the operation
of energy management strategies.
It therefore made a great deal of sense
for the company to consider LED lighting,
along with an appropriate lighting control
strategy to effectively manage the base
load lighting demand. Such a solution would
reduce energy consumption and carbon
emissions, while delivering a sensible return
on investment.
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Pre-set scene controls are
provided in the meeting rooms,
while the boardroom has a
touchscreen interface for more
extensive control of the lighting.

According to Philips Lighting Office &
Industry Segment Key Account Manager,
Colin Pearce, MAG is one of a growing
number of end-users who recognize
the value in investing more in quality
solutions and paying less over the lifespan
of the solution. “MAG has bought into the
philosophy that if you invest in the asset up
front, then it will last longer and be more
cost effective to operate,” he says. “Philips
was chosen for the project as we were able
to deliver the entire lighting solution – from
the LED luminaires through to the control
system – and this represented a far more
streamlined solution that other lighting
providers could offer.”
Plug-and-play
MAG wanted a phased installation to be
completed within a fairly tight timeframe. As
a result, the whole project was fast-tracked,
with the design phase accomplished in just a

few weeks. Philips Project Management were
involved during the installation phase and
once this was concluded, a phased area-byarea handover was undertaken. Full project
completion was achieved in January 2012.
The Philips lighting solution delivered
to MAG for Olympic House comprised
the use of a combination of Philips LED
luminaires. In open plan office areas,
general lighting is provided using recessed
PowerBalance LED modular luminaires, a
product specifically developed to meet office
lighting requirements with very low energy
consumption. LuxSpace Compact and StyliD
Mini recessed LED downlights complement
the PowerBalance luminaires in circulation
areas and are further utilized to provide
feature lighting.
“These LEDs were chosen due to the
efficacy of lumens per watt, their aesthetic
appearance, the guaranteed life expectancy

and their consistent light output with
stable color performance and high color
rendering,” says Pearce. “In addition, Philips
also supplied its BCW 3W SAH emergency
lighting modules with DALI invertors,
which have the advantage that they can
be tested through the Dynalite Lighting
Controls system.”
The Dynalite system utilized EcoLinx
lighting controls modules (LCMs) using
the DALI protocol for intelligent
monitoring and feedback to operate the
luminaires. This structured cabling
pluggable modular solution is ideal for
commercial environments.
Daylight harvesting
“The modular Ecolinx system is founded
on Philips Dynalite’s renowned distributed
control philosophy, where control
intelligence is linked via the company’s

“

The new lighting has helped to transform
these floors and we have had very positive
feedback from staff since it was installed.
Philips did a great job in meeting the very
short lead times and gave us a very high level
of service throughout the project.

Integrated offering
The completed project has more than met
expectations. “The new lighting has helped
to transform these floors and we have had
very positive feedback from staff since it was
installed,” says MAG Senior Project Manager,
Gavin Taylor. “Philips did a great job in
meeting the very short lead times and gave
us a very high level of service throughout
the project.”
sophisticated peer-to-peer serial bus
network, DyNet,” says Pearce. “For
Olympic House, we used typical office
system architecture with an Ethernet
spine running between floors and Ethernet
bridges between each floor. The Dynet subnetworks on each floor connect into this
Ethernet trunk.”

manually control the lighting. “Pre-set scene
controls are provided in the meeting rooms,
while the boardroom has a touchscreen
interface for more extensive control of the
lighting,” says Pearce. “For areas of variable
occupancy, presence detection is also used
to ensure the lighting is only activated when
it is required.”

A daylight harvesting lighting strategy has
been implemented for Olympic House,
designed to maintain 400 lux at the desktop.
This is achieved in the office areas through
the use of Multisensors, which sense the
natural incident light levels and dim the LED
luminaires up and down so that the required
lighting levels are maintained with minimum
energy consumption.

Central monitoring and management of
the lighting system is achieved through the
latest evolution of Philips Dynalite’s lighting
control software solution/operator interface,
MapView. This enables MAG to monitor
performance of the system and make
changes easily to the system. The control
system has also been configured so that
other areas of the building can be added at
a later date. Now that the project has been
completed, Philips will be maintaining the
control system through its Controls After
Care package.

The system is set up for automated control
with user interfaces only provided for
certain areas where occupants need to

The short timescale was the main challenge
on the project. “This was a fast-track
project for the main contractor, ADT
Workplace, that required delivery of the
luminaires within four weeks of the order
being received,” says Pearce. “We had to
work closely with the wholesaler, Newey &
Eyre, to achieve this. The installation, which
was completed by Interface Contracts,
progressed very smoothly considering the
time constraints we were under.”

”

luminaires and optimized lighting controls.
Moreover, it provides a good example of
where a specification lighting key account
manager has seized the opportunity to
include control in a lighting project from
the outset.
“Philips stands a far greater chance of
success by offering total lighting solutions
to our customers,” says Pearce. “While
Philips luminaires and control solutions are
individually very good, when offered together
they present a total integrated package that
guarantees compatibilities, luminaire life
expectancy, plus monitoring via MapView to
ensure optimized maintenance schedules.” n

For areas of variable
occupancy, presence
detection is also used
to ensure the lighting is
only activated when it
is required.

While it is too early to confirm how much
energy will be saved by the Philips LED
lighting and Dynalite control system, typically
presence detection can result in 30 per cent
savings and daylight harvesting can save a
further 10 per cent of energy, compared
with a conventional office.
The project is a great illustration of Philips’
capabilities in providing a robust lighting
solution that includes both energy-efficient
Lightnews Vol 15 | 43
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A daylight
harvesting lighting
strategy has been
implemented for
Olympic House,
designed to
maintain 400 lux at
the desktop.

Light in action

Safer streets for
Rotterdam by night
Existing city street lighting systems are often inefficient and
difficult to maintain. However, an innovative solution that uses
RF communications at each light point and a city-wide monitoring
and control system provided by Philips for the Municipality of
Rotterdam, shows that street lighting can be effective and efficient,
while providing unprecedented levels of safety, flexibility and
functionality. In addition future savings of up to 70% are possible.

Philips lighting solution was the world’s first project
where its CityTouch light management system has been
used in conjunction with its Starsense RF solution.

Conventional luminaires were
used, although these fixtures
have each been upgraded with
an antenna to facilitate wireless
communications.

A common challenge for many
cities around the world is to provide
adequate street lighting to keep its
thoroughfares well lit and safe. Statistics
indicate that street crime is more
prevalent in areas of inadequate lighting
and when failed lighting goes unreported
for long periods of time, a city’s struggle
to effectively and efficiently maintain its
lighting infrastructure can itself be a factor
in increased occurrences of crime. Equally
important, road safety is also reliant on the
provision of the right intensity and quality of
lighting in the right areas at the right time.
The Municipality of Rotterdam takes the
safety of its citizens and visitors extremely
seriously, fervently believing that for street
crime and traffic accidents to be minimized,
prevention is better than cure. An integral
element of the city’s quest for safer streets
is a reliable road lighting system that delivers
the optimal amount of light exactly where it
is needed.
With over 91,000 lighting towers and
more than 106,000 lamps across the city,
it is a challenge to ensure all street lighting
is functioning properly and maintained in
good order. Rotterdam has internal targets
stipulating that 98 per cent of its street
lighting should be fully functional at any point
in time. For this to be achieved, a sophisticated
lighting controls system is required that is able
to monitor its own performance.
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The Deputy Mayor or Rotterdam,
Alexandra Huffelen, summarizes the lighting
requirements of the city. “Good public
lighting is important both for social and
traffic safety,” she says. “However, we do not
want the lighting to be unnecessarily bright;
we want the night skies to suffer less light
pollution and for nature to be given a place
in the city. Naturally, we are also aiming to
reduce energy consumption and limit total
investment and operating costs.”
World first
Rotterdam turned to lighting specialists,
Philips, to address these concerns and an
initial project was established to replace
120 light points in various locations across
the city, including Westersingel, Mauritsweg
and Nieuwe Binnenweg. The lighting
solution proposed by Philips was a landmark
project where the company’s CityTouch
light management system has been used in
conjunction with its Starsense RF solution
for the first time anywhere in the world.
The main lighting design criteria was to
achieve a more reliable street lighting
infrastructure, with a better quality of
light and which facilitates a reduction in
overall energy consumption. CityTouch and
Starsense RF allow the city to be flexible
with delivering different light levels for
different areas. The ability to reduce light
levels in areas where there are no specific

According to Philips Outdoor Segment
Marketer, Niels Waterschoot, the system
is able to monitor its own performance.
“If a lamp fails, it is flagged immediately,” he
says. “CityTouch provides easy, streamlined
supervision, with real-time status reports
for each individual light point. It also enables
users to manage the lighting system from a
single intuitive online user interface.”
This combination provides exactly what
the City of Rotterdam has been looking for.
The project that followed took over a year
from inception through the design phase
to commissioning and completion, with the
final handover occurring in March 2012. This
initial project entailed using existing lighting
poles and luminaires in conjunction with a
new control system. Conventional luminaires
were used, although these fixtures have each
been upgraded with an antenna to facilitate
wireless communications.
Remote control
CityTouch is a web-based light management
platform, which provides an interface
between the light poles on the street and
the user-in this case, the technical operator
from the municipality.
The system is configured so that the lights
switch on automatically in the evening,
with a carefully planned dimming regime
occurring through the night. A range of
levels of dimming can be programmed for
various areas and for different times or
occasions-such as weekdays, weekends and
public holidays.

On top of this background routine, the light
levels can be adapted manually to override
the default settings. “One of the benefits of
the web-based interface is that it can actually
be controlled by any authorized person
over the internet from any location,” says
Waterschoot. “For example, the head of the
police or fire department might need to take
control of the lighting in the event of a road
traffic accident. In such a situation, lighting
in the area can be adjusted to maximum
brightness – either by individual light pole
or by user-defined groups – to help with the
efficiency of the incident response.”
The ability to adjust each light individually is
made possible through Starsense RF, which
provides connectivity between the light pole
hardware and the user, via radio frequency
(RF) technology.
Each light pole contains an Outdoor
Luminaire Controller (OLC) that is linked
wirelessly with a second controller in a
cabinet, which communicates via simcard
with the internet.
The combination of CityTouch and
Starsense RF not only allows each light
pole to be controlled independently, but
also facilitates the real-time collation of
information on the health and status of the
system on a light-by-light basis. This facility
enables the user to see at a glance where
there are light defects – and receive alerts as
they occur – and even allows the monitoring
of the energy usage for each light point.

to the control system,” he says. “Moreover,
Philips is able to deliver a level of functionality
to meet the customer’s precise requirements
as an all-inclusive turnkey solution.”
Huffelen, is extremely pleased with the result.
“With this lighting management system, we
can deploy Rotterdam’s night time lighting
effectively and efficiently: less light where
possible and more light where necessary,”
she says. “I expect that we will use the system
in more areas in the future, starting with
stations and entertainment areas. There is a
great deal of scope to expand this solution as
its flexibility provides interesting possibilities
for many areas of the city.”
While it is too early to measure the energy
savings that will be enjoyed by this Philips
solution, the future holds the possibility for
even greater efficiencies to be attained. “We
are also involved in discussions regarding
replacing the conventional luminaires with
LED alternatives,” says Waterschoot. “The
combination of LED lighting in conjunction
with the CityTouch and Starsense RF
solutions has the potential to save as much as
70 per cent on energy and maintenance costs
compared with conventional lighting.” n

“

With this lighting management
system, we can deploy Rotterdam’s
night time lighting effectively and
efficiently: less light where possible
and more light where necessary.
I expect that we will use the system
in more areas in the future, starting
with stations and entertainment
areas. There is a great deal of scope to
expand this solution as its flexibility
provides interesting possibilities for
many areas of the city.

”

Effective and efficient
Waterschoot believes that Philips’ solution
to the city of Rotterdam is both unique and
unparalleled in the market. “We were able to
offer a complete solution, from the luminaires

Rotterdam takes the safety of its citizens and visitors
extremely seriously, fervently believing that for street
crime and traffic accidents to be minimized, prevention is
better than cure.
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requirements for high levels is also an
important element in being able to reduce
the energy consumption of the city’s lighting.

Light in action

A new lease of life for city square
Providing the right kind of lighting for open squares within a city often presents significant challenges.
Philips Lighting’s has delivered an energy-efficient and attractive lighting solution for Catherinaplein in
Eindhoven, utilizing its innovative Freestreet and CityTouch products.

The Freestreet lighting
system is suspending on
just four masts, with the
LED lamps appearing as a
thickening in the cables.

Catherinaplein was a
landmark project for
Philips, as this was the
first installation where
Freestreet and CityTouch
have been used together.

It is often a challenge to provide
lighting for open areas within a city,
such as piazzas, plazas or squares, without
cluttering the area at ground level with street
furniture. Moreover, achieving light levels that
are functional while providing an atmosphere
that enhances the architecture and
surroundings can prove difficult in practice.
This was exactly the challenge faced by the
Borough of Eindhoven when it decided to
renovate one if its squares, Catherinaplein,
in the centre of the city. Catherinaplein is
approximately 100m by 50m in size and lies
between the Dynamo youth entertainment
centre, Stratumseind – the longest café street
in The Netherlands – and Catharina church.
Work initially began on Catherinaplein in
2008 with the intention to design the square
so that it enhanced the shopping area,
and also formed a transition between the
adjacent restaurant and residential areas.
Unfortunately, this initial renovation was
unsuccessful for a number of reasons. The
design encompassed pedestrians and cyclists
sharing the space – a cause of concern over
safety – and the functional nature of the
square meant that it lacked the atmosphere
it needed to make it a place where people
could relax and where they would want to
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spend time. This resulted in the adjacent
shops being unpopular, with a number
remaining empty for a considerable time.
Meeting the needs
Learning from this mistake, the Borough
of Eindhoven embarked on a subsequent
renovation, the aim of which was to create
a friendlier and more relaxing ambience,
with a high priority given to public safety
factors, especially with regard to the nearby
cafés on Stratumseind. The first stage of
this second refurbishment entailed the
planting of 21 trees in a rectangle around
the square to soften the open expanse. The
foliage of these trees immediately creates a
semi-transparent leaf canopy, under which a
number of benches were placed.
According to Philips Outdoor Segment
Marketer, Niels Waterschoot, a major
criterion of the square’s design was for a
lighting system that could be adjusted to
different levels. “The lighting needs to be
energy-efficient, functional and give a good
ambience at the same time,” he says. “The
street lighting had to be designed to meet
the needs of the people, rather than restrict
the way people are able to use and enjoy
the square.”

The Borough of Eindhoven chose a
lighting solution from Philips Lighting, as its
Freestreet and CityTouch products allowed
an innovative solution to be achieved for
Catherinaplein. Philips Lighting delivered
a turnkey project, which encompassed
the lighting design, execution of project,
installation and final handover to the city
of Eindhoven.
First of its kind
Catherinaplein was a landmark project
for Philips Lighting, as this was the first
installation where this combination of
products has been used. With Freestreet,
the lights are mounted on a mesh of cables,
which are raised 5m above the ground.
“This is a perfect solution for many different
applications, like streets, squares, open areas
and for locations where it is important that
the ground areas are kept unobstructed,”
says Waterschoot. “The quality of light is also
superb and because it is LED, it is also very
energy-efficient.”

As a pioneering project
for Philips Lighting’s
Freestreet and CityTouch
solutions, the Eindhoven
experience proved to be a
great learning opportunity
for the company.

The entire lighting system is suspending on
just four masts. The LED lamps appear as a
thickening in the cables and the effect – even
in daylight – is very unobtrusive. The part
of the square forming the new cycle path
and footpath is also flanked by just eight
light fittings on four masts. The Freestreet
installation is controlled via CityTouch – a
web-based light management platform – that
provides an interface between the Freestreet
lighting and the user. The lighting is split into
two groups, which can be turned on and off
and adjusted for brightness separately.
“CityTouch provides easy, streamlined
supervision, with real-time status reports
for the light points. It also enables users
to manage the lighting system from a
single intuitive online user interface,” says
Waterschoot.
Uniform light distribution
As a pioneering project for Philips Lighting’s
Freestreet and CityTouch solutions, the

Eindhoven experience proved to be a
valuable learning opportunity for the
company, especially during the research and
development phase of the project. “There
has been some challenges in finding the right
solution for the cable,” says Waterschoot.
“The type of cable is very important for this
solution to ensure that the lights are vertical
and do not swing. However, a good solution
was found and the execution of the project
ended up being very straightforward.”

believes that the impressive result goes
beyond the improved aesthetic appeal
to Catherinaplein. “The new LED lighting
requires no warm-up time and produces full
strength lighting as soon as it is switched on,”
he says. “The lamps can be dimmed directly
and all fittings can be controlled online. The
Philips solution also consumes 10 per cent
less energy than comparable systems.”
Freedom of design

The project was finalized in May 2012 and
the result is stunning, bringing a renewed
sense of life and vibrancy to the once dull
Catherinaplein. In conjunction with the
Freestreet solution, low-set light spots
serve to distribute a uniform light both
underneath and between the trees.

As the first installation of its kind,
Catherinaplein has created a great deal of
positive publicity across the Netherlands.
The project has been universally hailed
as a success, generating a great deal of
interest for future possible installation, with
Eindhoven providing a showcase for other
towns and cities around the country.

Now that the project has been completed
and an attractive ambience restored to
Catherinaplein, Lighting Project Manager
at Eindhoven Council, Arthur Noordhoek

While ideally suited to rectangular spaces, its
application is not limited to regular shaped
areas. It is also possible to make angles with
the cable and use it to provide lighting over

“

any open expanse, regardless of the shape.
“The open space created by this solution
is something very unique and a principal
reason why the Philips solution was chosen
for this project,” says Waterschoot. “One of
the beauties of Freestreet is the freedom of
design it allows.”
Noordhoek is extremely pleased with
the result for Eindhoven. Reflecting on
the contribution that the lighting solution
has contributed to the atmosphere of
this city square, he strongly believes that
Catherinaplein now complements the
modern nature of the city of Eindhoven.
“The beautiful, minimal design works
extremely well,” he says. “We have been
very pleasantly surprised by the uniform
light distribution of a system that adapts to
people rather than the other way round.” n

The new LED lighting requires no
warm-up time and produces full strength
lighting as soon as it is switched on. The
lamps can be dimmed directly and all
fittings can be controlled online. The
Philips solution also consumes 10 per cent
less energy than comparable systems.

”
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Lighting Project Manager
at Eindhoven Council,
Arthur Noordhoek, is
extremely pleased with
the contribution that the
Philips lighting solution has
made to Catherinaplein.

Light in action

Philips’ Solar Gen2 has the potential to
transform urban and rural life in areas
which do not have access to the electricity
grid or where the grid is unreliable,
making them safer and more productive.

Bringing light to areas
“off the grid” in Africa
Solar-powered street lighting offers an innovative solution for areas
where it is not possible to connect conventional street lighting to the
electricity grid. Philips state-of-the-art solar capabilities are showcased
in a project in Marrakech, where the company’s Solar Gen2 product is
used to deliver an efficient and cost-effective solution.
There are many parts of the world
without adequate connections
to the electricity grid, which would
benefit from lighting at night, both for safety
reasons and to allow more work to be done
after the sun has gone down each evening.
Many of these areas without a reliable
grid connection are situated in latitudes
where the sun rises and sets without great
variation during the year and where climatic
conditions means that the incoming solar
radiation during the day, can be relied on to
provide a dependable source of electricity.
While the city of Marrakech in Morocco has
generally good electrical grid connections,
there are areas of the city where it would be
too expensive to extend the grid in order to
provide adequate lighting at night. One such
area is ‘The Palmeraie’ – a 12,000 hectare
palm garden that until recently has had no
lighting at all at night. Apart from the cost of
connecting this area to the grid, such work
would also impact this area of natural beauty.
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The city of Marrakech turned to Philips to
deliver a solar-powered solution for The
Palmeraie, due to the company’s expertise in
this area. The result that Philips delivered for
the first 800m of the walking track in The
Palmeraie is thought to be the most reliable,
efficient and cost-effective solar powered
road lighting solution per kilometer of road
currently available.
Philips involved local lighting integrator and
supplier, Marouane Moukmir, for the lighting
design and used solar partner Fenie Brossette
for the installation. Philips Project Manager,
Frans Kox, from Philips Eindhoven, completed
final commissioning of the system.
Landmark project
According to Philips General Manager
– Morocco, Eric Heutinck, the walking
circuit in The Palmeraie presented an ideal
opportunity for Philips to demonstrate its
expertise with solar power lighting solutions.
“In Marrakech there is a beautiful palm tree

garden, so it’s really a natural environment
where we can use solar energy for our
lighting systems solutions,” he says. “We have
developed the Solar Gen2 lighting system
and this is the first project in Africa where
we have installed this solution. It is the most
cost effective and also the most reliable
system there is in the market today.”
The package delivered by Philips is based
on the company’s new Solar Gen2 product,
complete with Green Vision Flexi 28W
luminaires, Philips Charge Controller,
Dynalite Light Controller, plus battery and
photovoltaic panel. “The Solar Gen2 is a
highly energy-efficient LED solution that
is superior to any conventional lighting,”
says Philips Account Manager Solar Road
and Area Lighting, Mohamed Malouli. “This
solution allows for a lamp post spacing of up
to 50m, although for this project we used
a spacing of 39m and it also complies with
stringent EU road lighting standards.”

The luminaires chosen give off a cool 6000K
white light and are programmed to operate
at 100 per cent brightness from dusk until
12.30am and then drop down to 30 per cent
brightness until 5am. Each lamp is equipped
with a 120W YL120 P-17b solar panel that
charges the built-in SB12/185A battery
during the day. On average, the battery is
capable of storing enough power to be
able to operate the light for over four days
without a charge.
The Solar Gen2 comprises a modular
construction, which can easily be upgraded
over time by replacing key components such
as LED light modules and drivers. In this way
the investment is future proofed. In addition,
Solar Gen2 also includes theft prevention.

The Solar Gen2
comprises a modular
construction, which can
easily be upgraded over
time by replacing key
components such as LED
light modules and drivers.
In this way the investment
is future proofed.

“

Solar breakthrough
The key to the Solar Gen2 breakthrough
in the marketplace lies in the combination
of new high-brightness LEDs with unique
patented optics and an intelligent controller
that lies at the heart of the solution. This
ensures that the maximum amount of power
is transferred from the solar panels to the
batteries, making them 30 per cent more
efficient than traditional charge controllers.

Africa is a perfect continent for solar and the reason we
are here in Morocco is that this road does not have any
infrastructure so there is no electricity. With a solar system,
it is a standalone system so you don’t need any power
cables or something else. You just put a pole and a battery
into the ground and it will give light.

”

It also ensures that the charging and
discharging of the battery happens in a
smart way so as to maximize battery life.
Solar Gen2 can also dim the light levels
when required, based on a self-learning
intelligence and a history log. A further
benefit of the high energy efficiency is
that the size – and hence cost – of both
the batteries and the solar panels can be
reduced by as much as 50 per cent when
compared to standard solutions being
offered in the market today.
“Africa is a perfect continent for solar and
the reason we are here in Morocco is that
this road does not have any infrastructure
so there is no electricity,” says Frans Cox,
Philips Project Manager. “With a solar
system, it is a standalone system so you
don’t need any power cables or anything
else.You just put a pole and a battery into
the ground and it will give light.”
This innovation has the potential to
transform urban and rural life in areas which
do not have access to the electricity grid or
where the grid is unreliable, making them
safer and more productive. It will also help
municipal authorities create more livable
urban environments by applying new, futureproof LED lighting solutions to enhance city
and rural life.
Enhancing life with light
The local population is extremely happy
with the result. “Before, it was just darkness
here, now it is much better,” says one. “It
wasn’t possible to pass through here”.

Malouli agrees that the project has achieved
a great result. “This project is a big deal for
Philips Africa and particularly for Philips
Morocco, for two reasons,” he says. “The first
reason is the fact that this is the first solar
installation of its kind in Africa and Philips has
put every human resource and material to
succeed in this project. The second reason
is that this project is part of the big plan to
safeguard the Palmeraie of Marrakech.”
Looking further afield, Philips solar
technology has the potential to enhance the
lives of many more people, especially with an
estimated 1.6 billion people worldwide having
no access to electricity. With darkness falling
around 7pm all year round for people living
near the equator, sunset has the effect of
slowing down or completely stopping many
vital tasks. Philips aims to make a difference
for people in this situation; its goal simply to
enhance life with light.
“We are looking to work with key
partners to develop project solutions which
are meaningful for communities throughout
the continent,” says Heutinck. “We need
to get away from just looking at the initial
cost of a component and consider instead
the overall cost of installing, running and
maintaining a solar powered road lighting
solution. Today Philips is best placed to
provide these solutions. This will transform
life in Africa. It has huge potential to give
light to a lot of people where there has not
been light before. n

“This light is great,” says another. “It gives
a nice view at night, especially with the
palm trees.”
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The key to the Solar
Gen2 breakthrough in
the marketplace lies in
the combination of new
high-brightness LEDs
with unique patented
optics and an intelligent
controller, which lies at
the heart of the solution.

Light in action

Intelligent control for
Saudi University apartments –
a good investment
While smart controls are perceived as uneconomic for basic residential projects, the average
40% energy savings they deliver can easily offset these expenses, while extra features of
the system add value for the investor. So when the Al-Khudair family decided to construct
224 residential apartments at the Al-Yamamah University, they opted for intelligent lighting
controls from Philips Dynalite to improve comfort, add value, simplify use and all importantly,
save energy. Not only this, but the solution provided was at a price point significantly below
competitors and is upgradable for future requirements.
The presence
detection is anticipated
to enable energy
savings of as much
as 30 per cent to
be realized, with an
additional 10 per cent
possible from the
daylight harvesting
strategies.

Al-Yamamah University was
established on the Qassim Road in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, by the Al-Khudair family
in May 2001. Authorized as an institution
of higher learning by the Ministry of
Higher Education, Al-Yamamah was initially
designated as a college, which opened its
doors to male students in September 2004
and to female students in September 2006.
Since its inauguration, the college has
established itself at the forefront of
educational innovation and excellence in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and in recognition
of this – in December 2008 – the Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah,
issued a royal decree granting Al-Yamamah
university status. Today, Al-Yamamah
University offers a wide variety of courses
in the fields of Business Administration,
Computing and IT.
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The university is actually the Al-Khudair
family’s second major contribution to
education in Saudi Arabia, following their
founding of the first private school in Riyadh
in 1957. As part of the family’s ongoing
interest in education, the Al-Yamamah
Faculty Housing project was initiated to
improve accommodation for the university.
Located within the Al-Yamamah University
campus, this ambitious project comprises
eight residential buildings of seven floors
each, containing a total of 224 apartments,
each big enough to accommodate a family.
The buildings also contain a number of
common areas, a Health Club and a parking
basement for cars.
Adding value
According to Philips Dynalite Country
Sales Manager, Abdulghani Hijazi, the Al-

Khudair family selected a lighting control
solution from Philips as a result of an
established relationship between the family
and the company. “We started by conducting
an energy saving study for the project and
were able to demonstrate the value our
lighting control design would be able to add
to the buildings,” he says. “Once we had
completed the design, we provided ongoing
support to enhance the design for today and
for future needs.”

Not only will a smart system provide a good
payback on the investment, but it will also add
considerable value to the apartments.

Interestingly, the Al-Khudair family initially
believed that smart lighting control systems
were very expensive and something that
were only applicable for luxury homes.
Ongoing discussions with the Philips team
helped convince the family that such a system
is also suitable for business propositions,
such as rental apartments in a university.

It was agreed with the client that the controls
for each apartment would comprise a basic
level of functionality and that this would be
configured in such a way as to enable the
system to be upgradable in the future. Each
apartment works as a standalone entity, with
on/off control for the HVAC, lighting and
electrical sockets – achieved automatically

“The scope of the system included
the installation of an intelligent home
automation system in all 224 apartments,
plus lighting control for the common
areas,” says Hijazi. “The system is designed
to control HVAC, lighting and electrical
sockets, as well as facilitating the monitoring
of electricity usage by each apartment.”

via occupancy sensors and also through
intelligent keypads. A number of preset
scenarios have been programmed into
the system and each apartment has been
configured with wireless connectivity to
allow iPad or iPhone control, using the Philips
Dynalite DynamicTouch software.
Switching and dimming
The apartments are available in three sizes
– studios, small apartments or suites. “Philips
Dynalite DDRC1220FR-GL relay controllers
provide the switching control and Philips
Dynalite DUS804C universal ceiling-mount
sensors are used for occupancy detection,”
Hijazi explains. “Philips Dynalite DR2PE
Revolution user-control panels provide the
primary user interface and a Philips Dynalite
DTK512 infrared handset, enables remote
control of the system.”
The Philips Dynalite system also controls all
lighting for corridors, basements, stairs and
outdoor areas, primarily through the use of
DDRC1220FR-GL relay controllers. In these
areas, a combination of Philips Dynalite
DUS804C daylight sensors, Philips Dynalite
DUS704W motion detectors and a Philips
Dynalite DDTC001 timeclock allow lighting
to be controlled through a combination of
daylight harvesting strategies, predefined
timed events and occupancy of areas.
“In the Health Club, the system is more
luxurious, with integration to the HVAC,
dimmable lights and different preprogramed lighting moods,” says Hijazi.
“Here, a combination of Philips Dynalite
DDRC1220FR-GL relay controllers,
DLE1220G leading edge dimmers and
DDBC1200 electronic ballast controllers
enable a combination of luminaire switching
and dimming to be achieved.”

Again, a combination of DUS804C daylight
sensors and a DDTC001 timeclock allow
a daylight harvesting solution to work in
conjunction with pre-programmed timed
events. Different dimming and HVAC
scenarios have also been programmed into
the system and these user preferences can
be selected via a Philips Dynalite DTP170
color touchscreen or the DR2PE Revolution
user interface panels.
Central monitoring
The entire system is connected into a single
network using DyNet, Philips Dynalite’s
sophisticated peer-to-peer communications
serial bus network. “Philips Dynalite
EnvisionProject is being used to commission
the system and Philips Dynalite MapView
enables the entire network to be monitored
from a central control room,” says Hijazi.
“Integration between the Dynalite system
and the building management system (BMS)
is also under discussion and likely to be
included in the overall project delivery.”
While the principal design of the project has
been supervised through the Engineering
Department of the Al-Yamamah university,
the detailed lighting control design was
achieved through collaboration between
Philips and the Engineering Department.
AJA Trading is responsible for the actual
installation of the control system, which
is expected to be completed by year-end
2012. Philips will also provide training to
the facilities personnel at the university to
enable them to manage and re-program
the system as required. Project completion
should be finalized in early 2013.
“One of the main challenges we faced was
to initially convince the client to use an

RESIDENTIAL

Located within the Al-Yamamah University campus, the
Al-Yamamah Faculty Housing project was initiated to
improve accommodation within the university.

intelligent control system, as originally there
was no budget to cover this,” says Hijazi.
“The solution we developed is designed to
give a basic level of functionality in order
to keep the cost down, while allowing
for future upgrades – including additional
dimming control and activation of the
shutters – if these are wanted by the
residents. In fact, Philips was so successful in
providing a cost-efficient solution that our
tender was about a fifth the amount of the
tenders from other companies!”
Energy efficiency enabled
The Al-Yamamah University Faculty
Housing is a landmark project in the respect
that it is one of the first universities in the
region – and certainly the first for Saudi
Arabia – to opt for intelligent lighting
controls within its residential buildings.
Furthermore, the project is unique in the
number of buildings and the extent of the
campus area over which the Philips Dynalite
control system operates.
The Al-Khudair family is keenly
anticipating the finished result and
looking forward to measuring the energy
savings achieved through the Philips
Dynalite solution. The presence detection
functionality is anticipated to enable
energy savings of as much as 30 per cent
to be achieved, with an additional 10 per
cent possible from the daylight harvesting
strategies. This means that the additional
cost of including an intelligent lighting
control solution will be offset over time by
the energy it saves. Moreover, the inclusion
of these sophisticated controls will add to
the comfort and appeal of the university’s
accommodation, while improving its longterm value.

“While not yet complete, the project to date
has been so successfully implemented and
offers such a good level of functionality for
cost that the Al-Khudair family is keen to
install further Philips Dynalite control systems
in the Al-Yamamah University’s teaching,
research and laboratory facilities,” says Hijazi.
“Philips will design and install Philips Dynalite
controls in a total of eight more university
building throughout 2013.” n

The system also controls
all lighting for corridors,
through the use of relay
controllers, daylight
sensors, motion detectors
and a timeclock – allowing
lighting to be controlled
through a combination
of daylight harvesting
strategies, predefined
timed events and
occupancy of areas.
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Sleek and stylish:
residential renovation
in Rozelle
It is often a challenge to renovate a heritage property
in a way that retains its historical roots, while delivering
all the benefits and convenience of a modern house.
A property in the Sydney suburb of Rozelle has achieved
this balance, using Dynalite controls to manage the
home automation systems.

In the living room the iPad allows
control of the TV, home theater
system, five speakers and subwoofer.
A range hood drops down from a
retracted housing in the ceiling over
the island bench, which serves as a
hotplate for the kitchen.

Renovation is one the great
Australian pastimes. In a country with
a limited span of history since European
settlement began, there seems to be an
almost national collective drive to modernize
existing buildings rather than demolish
them and build anew – a predilection that is
reinforced by the planning laws. The challenge
for every renovator is to retain enough of
the heritage of the existing structure, while
creating a contemporary space with all the
modern amenities to match the needs of
today’s fast-paced life.
When property owner and architect,
Anthony Merlin, decided to give a new lease
of life to his 1800s workers terrace house
in the Sydney suburb of Rozelle, he hired
Carter Williamson Architects to use its
extensive experience in terrace-style projects
to design a dream home. Merlin engaged a
systems integration specialist firm Infrared,
to design the AV systems within the house
and to install, program and commission the
integrated lighting and automation solutions.
Electing to design the lighting element of
the project himself, Merlin chose to use
a Philips Dynalite control system for the
project. According to Director of Infrared,
Stan Tsakalos, this decision was an easy
one to make. “Infrared has used Dynalite
solutions extensively in the past and we
have always been impressed with the system
capabilities and the range of results that can
be achieved,” he says. “Moreover, we have
worked with Anthony before on a couple
of properties where Dynalite was used and
he also loves the look of it. As far as we are
concerned, it is a proven system and we are
more than happy with the way it works.”
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Seamless operation
The 190 square-meter property comprises
four levels, including the garage – although
from the original house frontage, you could
be forgiven for thinking it is just a singlestorey dwelling. The garage at the original
rear of the property is the lowest level
and above this there is a study and a small
courtyard. From here, you move along the
terrace to the main living and entertainment
areas, comprising open plan lounge, kitchen
and dining room. Upstairs, there are three
bedrooms, a family bathroom and a master
ensuite above the main bedroom. The main
bedroom is situated at ground level for the
heritage frontage of the building.
“The main criteria for the lighting design
tied in with the overall architectural brief –
for a simple and stylish feel,” says Tsakalos.
“Anthony wanted the lighting controls to be
intuitive so that anybody could use it.
He also wanted to be able to use his iPad
as a user interface to control lighting, plus
the AV systems and the TV in the media and
living rooms.”
Infrared ensured all AV, lighting and
security systems were integrated in a
seamless operation that works with the
occupants, seemingly anticipating their
every need. Programming the door-strikes
proved particularly challenging. As people
now enter the property through the garage
– and with one door – strike to enter the
garage, one to enter the courtyard and
another to enter the living room – it was
important that these should be configured
to avoid the possibility of people getting
stuck between doors.

“

Different lighting scenes can be achieved through a combination
of automatic settings and through user selection. When you enter
the property from the garage, a ‘welcome home’ button illuminates
a pathway through to the living room. A ‘goodbye’ mode locks
everything and turns everything off and a ‘holiday’ mode turns off the
floor heating, shuts down the house and activates a pre-programmed
cycle of lights to make it look as though somebody is at home.

”

Setting the scene
For the lighting side of the project, LEDs
were used throughout, with RGB LEDs
used to illuminate the courtyard and a
fountain located in a glass-roofed enclosure
below ground level at the original front
of the property. A combination of Philips
Dynalite controllers was used throughout
the project, including DDLE802 leadingedge, DDRC1220FR-GL relay, DDBC1200
ballast and DDMC802 multipurpose
controllers. These were interlinked into
a single network using Philips Dynalite’s
sophisticated peer-to-peer communications
serial bus network, DyNet.
Dynalite DR2P keypads were used, featuring
stainless steel fascia, charcoal buttons, blue
LED indicators and white LED backlights,
although much of the system is automated
through the use of a built-in DDTC001
timeclock and DUS804C sensors.
“Different lighting scenes can be achieved
through a combination of automated
settings and by means of user preference,”
says Tsakalos. “When you enter the
property from the garage, a ‘welcome home’
button illuminates a pathway through to
the living room. A ‘goodbye’ mode locks
everything and turns everything off and a

‘holiday’ mode turns off the floor heating,
shuts down the house and activates a preprogrammed cycle of lights to make it look
as though somebody is at home.”
In addition to these settings, in the master
bedroom there is a ‘his’ and ‘hers’ switch
to turn off all lights downstairs at night. For
entertaining, a preset lighting configuration
is activated for the main living and courtyard
areas. This can be fine-tuned through the
RTI software on the iPad, so the amount of
red, blue and green light can be adjusted via
slider controls.
Worth the wait
Integration was provided to the external
louvres and motorized blinds in the
media room, motorized blinds in the third
bedroom – which can be a bit of a suntrap
– and to the vergola in the ensuite. Floor
heating is also integrated to allow the four
zones to be manually turned off via the
DR2P keypads.
The AV systems were probably the most
involved aspect of the integration, with
separate systems for the media room
and the living room. In the media room,
a motorized projector screen drops
down from the ceiling, with control for

the projector, TV and AV system possible
through the iPad. Equally, in the living
room the iPad allows control of the TV,
home theater system, five speakers and
a subwoofer. Additional speakers in the
ensuite, master bedroom and courtyard can
also be controlled via the iPad.
“My personal favorite area is the kitchen/
lounge/dining area,” says Tsakalos. “The
cupboards are all on one side, with the
stairs going over the top, thereby giving
a very good use of space. There is also a
fantastic range hood that drops down from
a retracted housing in the ceiling over the
island bench, which serves as a hotplate for
the kitchen.”
The project was completed in October
2011, although the initial sketch design
started as far back as 2001. Council
approval took two years with go-ahead
finally being granted in 2006. The client then
put the project on hold until January 2009,
with building finally commencing in January
2010. By anybody’s measure, the wait has
been worthwhile.
Luxurious living
“The main challenges on this project
revolved around the amount of space we
had to work with,” says Tsakalos. “It was

difficult to hide the hardware of the system
out of sight and we have had to use a couple
of system racks that roll out of a cupboard
to house the structured cabling, data and
telephone points and the AV equipment.”
The building type also presented problems
for cabling. There are a number of tall
glass windows, steel frames on the doors
and polished concrete floors, all of which
restrict where cables can be run through
the property. However, the clever design of
the building helped enable the maximum
functionality to be incorporated seamlessly
into the design in a way that feels clean,
fresh and stylish.
“The end result is a very stylish house that
keeps its heritage roots while delivering
a modern, luxurious living environment.
The client is extremely happy with the end
result,” says Tsakalos. “This is a great house
to live in, with a fantastic finish and attention
to detail. The automation is practical and
simple. It is easy on projects like this to
over-program the smart systems, but it is
a measure of how right we got this project
that there has been no need to return to
fine-tune any of the systems.” n
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Additional speakers in
the ensuite and master
bedroom courtyard can also
be controlled via the iPad.

Light in action

Comfort, consistency and
cost savings for Blokker
When Dutch retail giant, Blokker, wanted to guarantee a consistent and comfortable
shopping environment for its customers, as well as reducing controls complexity and
initial cost, it chose Philips’ ChainDirector for its pilot project. Exceeding expectations,
the Philips solution is also delivering significant energy savings.
It is important for retail chains
to project a consistent customer
experience throughout all their stores in
order to establish and extend brand loyalty.
When retail companies get this right, a
customer will know which store they are in,
not by the signage but rather by the layout,
décor and ambience, designed to reinforce
the brand perception. The challenge is for
retail chains to develop a set of standards
to which each individual store can adhere in
order to achieve this result.
ChainDirector helps
deliver a comfortable
and consistent shopping
environment for its
customers and energy
savings achieved mean
that the system may pay
for itself in as little as
two years.
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This concept of consistency goes beyond
ordering the same stock and decorating each
retail outlet in the same colours and styles:
it also extends to the lighting, temperature
and general customer comfort settings within
the store – all key factors in the customer
experience. A customer that is uncomfortable
in the environment doesn’t stay long and
therefore spends their money elsewhere.
One company that places enormous value
in the importance of customer comfort and
the consistency of their retail experience

“

Initially, the company planned to
evaluate the system for three months
to assess its capabilities against their
legacy system. However, after just
one month, Blokker was so impressed
with ChainDirector that it decided to
expand the trial to seven stores.

”

is the Dutch company, Blokker, which sells
household goods, appliances and toys.With
700 stores across the Netherlands and
Belgium – and part of a holding group that
comprises 2,900 stores in total – Blokker has
the understanding and experience about what
constitutes a pleasant shopping environment.

Early success

However, to help achieve a uniform retail
experience throughout all its stores, Blokker
turned to Philips, to see how its innovative
multi-site and multi-system control solution
(which allows integration with the HVAC,
lighting and security settings), ChainDirector,
could help the company to achieve its goals.

Philips Director and Business Development
Manager, Ronald Gelten, explains that
the opening of a new Blokker store on
Moriere Boulevard in Middelburg in the
Netherlands in early 2012 offered the
perfect opportunity for Blokker and Kersten
to trial the ChainDirector solution. “Initially,
the company planned to evaluate the system
for three months to assess its capabilities
against their legacy system,” he says.
“However, after just one month, Blokker
was so impressed with ChainDirector that it
decided to expand the trial to seven stores.”

According to Paul van Vliet, Head of
Blokker’s building office, he first came
across ChainDirector by chance, but was
immediately convinced of its suitability for
the Blokker chain. “We asked Philips to
work with our service partners, Kersten
Retail, to try it out in a pilot project,” he
says. “This became the first implementation
of ChainDirector in Europe.” ChainDirector
currently has many thousands of stores
under control in North America.

The revised trial will now run until
year-end 2012, at which point a decision
will be made whether ChainDirector
will be incorporated into the company’s
store specification. “The success of the
pilot project is certainly leading to a taste
for more,” Van Vliet enthuses. “Several
Blokker stores – in Enschede, Amsterdam,
Middelharnis, Amersfoort, Mijndrecht and
The Hague – are in line to follow the good
example set by Middelburg.”

R E TA I L

Part of the reason for this early enthusiasm
in ChainDirector is that Blokker’s service
partner, Kersten Retail – responsible for the
installation of this equipment – recognizes
that in addition to optimizing the retail
experience in the stores, ChainDirector will
also facilitate improved levels of service, will
streamline the maintenance operation and
will deliver energy savings.
Kersten Retail Sales Engineer, Martijn
Stuart, summarizes the advantages of
ChainDirector over building management
systems. “Building management systems tend
to be unnecessarily complex and expensive
for the needs of the Blokker stores,” he
says. “By comparison, ChainDirector is just
one small compact module that is equipped
with only those functionalities that Blokker
actually wants. Its remote monitoring
system also allows us to control the system
from a distance.”
Multi-lingual
The core of the ChainDirector system
comprises a store controller that is about
the size of a laptop. One of these units
sits in every store as the brains of the
system and is programmable to the specific
customer requirements. The software
program running on these modules has
numerous functionality blocks, which allows
integration with the HVAC, lighting and
security settings.
“ChainDirector speaks a few languages –
such as BACnet, Modbus and TCP/IP – to
allow integration with other systems,”
says Gelten. “Furthermore, it can take
inputs from all kind of sensors, including
temperature, presence, carbon dioxide, lights

and doors and process this information. It
can also monitor power usage by different
services within the store.”
A piece of ChainDirector software is run
on the server at Blokker’s head office.
This communicates with each store’s
ChainDirector module via Blokker’s
own network and collates, manages and
synchronizes the information. The data is
expressed as a graphical web interface,
allowing the information to be available
to anybody – with the correct security
clearance – from any location.
While this project utilizes Blokker’s own
established communication network, Philips
is also able to install a GSM network to offer
a hosting service for customers who do not
have an existing network or do not want it to
be used by the ChainDirector software.
Remote control
Importantly, ChainDirector allows two-way
communication, which Gelten believes is
unique for this kind of system. “You can log
in, see which stores have current issues,
diagnose the problem remotely and make
adjustments to settings,” he explains. “We
had one situation where an installation
engineer logged in and saw that the store
was at 27 degrees. He was able to adjust the
settings and then call the store manager to
advise that the problem had not only been
monitored and diagnosed, but it had also
been rectified.”
For problems that cannot be resolved
‘over-the-air’, the ability to see all current
issues across the chain allows maintenance
responses to be coordinated and
streamlined. The system also allows email

alerts to be sent to specified recipients to
warn of current problems.
For normal day-to-day operation of the
stores, ChainDirector ensures that climate
control and lighting settings are accurately
adjusted. Internal and external temperature
sensors work together to ensure the
optimal climate is maintained within the
store, while minimizing unnecessary use of
the HVAC systems. The climate system and
lighting – including the advertising lighting
– is switched on and off by the embedded
clock function or by user-specific triggers,
such as lights being switched on when the
security system is disabled.

indications show that energy savings achieved
by the system will enable the system to pay
for itself in as little as two years.
“ChainDirector makes shopping and
working in our Blokker stores a comfortable
experience,” says Van Vliet. “It meets our
climate control and lighting needs exactly
and in our move towards greener business
practices it is also an important step to
control and reduce our electricity use.” n

Furthermore, the lighting intensity is adjusted
in balance with natural light levels and
according to Stuart, this automatic control
delivers big advantages. “This prevents the
staff from operating the switches themselves,”
he says. “This saves energy and reduces faults
by about 60 per cent.”
Green light ahead
With the extended trial now in progress for
a total of seven stores, Blokker is able to see
the real benefits of the multi-site control
solution that ChainDirector delivers. While
the trial will continue until the end of the
year, Gelten is optimistic that Blokker will
wish to extend the use of ChainDirector
into further stores across the chain.
With a store refurbishment program
involving upgrades to 50 stores a year,
2013 could prove a busy year for Philips
and a beneficial one for Blokker. While
the company decided on ChainDirector
to deliver a comfortable and consistent
shopping environment for its customers, early

The core of the ChainDirector system comprises a store
controller that sits in every store and allows integration
with the HVAC, lighting and security settings.
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